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Abstract

Hailstorms cause around 1 billion dollars in damage across the United States each year.

At least a portion of this cost is associated with the inability to protect personal assets

from damage in the short window of time offered by a severe weather warning. To

address this problem, we developed a nowcasting model that uses UNet style convo-

lutional neural networks (CNNs) to produce gridded severe hail forecasts for the next

hour. One of the advantages of machine learning models is their ability to fuse large

quantities of data from traditionally disparate sources such as ground observations and

model output to produce a forecast. To exploit this hybrid predictor potential, these

models are trained on the high-resolution (3 km spatial, 5 min temporal) output from

the Warn-on-Forecast System (WoFS) numerical weather prediction (NWP) ensem-

ble and remote sensing observations from Vaisala’s NLDN lightning detection system.

Maximum expected size of hail (MESH) from the gridded NEXRAD WSR-88D radar

(GridRad) dataset is used as the model’s truth labels. In addition to traditional ma-

chine learning optimization techniques such as hyperparameter searches and predictive

feature selection, several different UNet architectures are compared to obtain a better

machine learning model. The high-resolution nature of this data enables strategies such

as using time as an additional dimension in a 3D UNet. This 3D model is compared

against the effectiveness of a traditional 2D UNet. Finally, both models are compared

against HAILCAST and simple logistic regression trained on 2 to 5 km updraft helicity

to investigate their effectiveness.

xv



Chapter 1

Introduction

The accurate forecasting of hail has significant implications for the protection of life

and property. Hailstorms often cause billions of dollars in damage each year in the

US (Gunturi and Tippett 2017). On April 28, 2021 a single hailstorm passing over

Norman, Oklahoma caused one billion US dollars in damage (NSSL 2021).

Hail forecasting is of particular value to the insurance industry as hail can be

forecasted to reduce possible damage (and thus reduce claims) and hail forecasting

can help improve insurance risk calculations (Changnon et al. 1997). For example,

Tomorrow.io reported that weather forecasts can save an average of $3,000 per hail

claim when their clients’ users had access to their data (Beauchemin 2023). This

adds considerable value to the prediction of this particular severe weather hazard, as

insurance companies have a motive to encourage damage mitigation whenever possible.

Additionally, even if a consumer has insurance, hail damage is disruptive to their

personal lives as repairs can take months. Even lead time within an hour is beneficial

to the general public, so it was decided to focus on this time frame for this thesis. This

first hour of forecasting is called “nowcasting”.

The pursuit of accurate and precise hail nowcasting has been ongoing for many years

e.g. (Foster and Bates 1956, Brimelow et al. 2002, Adams-Selin and Ziegler 2016, Gagne

et al. 2017, Adams-Selin et al. 2019). Throughout the history of this endeavor many of

the core obstacles to this objective have remained the same. One such obstacle is the

spatial and temporal scale at which hail forms. The formation of hail (both severe and
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non-severe) within an updraft is a small-scale process that cannot be directly resolved

at the coarser resolutions of current numerical weather prediction models (Hong and

Dudhia 2012, Yano et al. 2018). Due to the computational limitations of computers, it

will be impossible to resolve these scales for the foreseeable future. Thus, a surrogate

for these processes is required.

Physics-based statistical models such as HAILCAST (Jewell and Brimelow 2009,

Adams-Selin and Ziegler 2016) are a popular choice for use as a surrogate. However, in

more recent years, machine learning has been used to accomplish this goal e.g. (Gagne

et al. 2017, McGovern et al. 2017, Gagne et al. 2019, Czernecki et al. 2019, Lagerquist

et al. 2020, McGovern et al. 2023). In general, machine learning has been shown to

perform well for this task (Gagne et al. 2017, Lagerquist et al. 2020, Sha et al. 2020,

Kochkov et al. 2021). Machine learning is known for determining statistical relation-

ships within large data problems such as weather forecasting better than humans e.g.

(Gagne et al. 2017, Lagerquist et al. 2020, Sha et al. 2020, Kochkov et al. 2021). For

this reason, nowcasting systems made from machine learning models were an ideal can-

didate to assist in the prediction of hail from coarse datasets. Specifically, this thesis

focuses on their use for the probabilistic nowcasting of severe hail (hail with a diameter

≥ 1 inch).

Our primary objective was to develop an effective severe hail nowcasting model

using machine learning. Effectiveness was measured by comparing our model’s perfor-

mance against the performance of well-established hail prediction baselines and other

machine learning methods. To create our hail model, we specifically selected a family

of machine learning models known as U-Nets (Ronneberger et al. 2015, Özgün Çiçek

et al. 2016, Huang et al. 2020). U-Nets were chosen as they have been shown to per-

form well in many recent severe nowcasting tasks (Lagerquist et al. 2020, Sha et al.

2020, Justin et al. 2023). This can be partially attributed to the skill of U-Nets when

2



training on spatial data, which is a type of data commonly used for meteorological

problems. They often use images (or slices of data) as input and return output for

each pixel. For our purposes, each of these pixels will be returned as the probability of

severe hail. This is an ideal format for representing spatial geophysical data because it

is most similar to what a forecaster would consume in a real operational environment.

Many severe weather nowcasting/forecasting studies have found success in exclu-

sively using real-time observations as the input predictors for a machine learning model

e.g. (Billet et al. 1997, Manzato 2013, Lagerquist et al. 2020, Gensini et al. 2021). Oth-

ers have used numerical weather prediction (NWP) model output to create their input

datasets (Gagne et al. 2017, McGovern et al. 2023). However, it is less common for

researchers to combine both these methods together, despite examples of success when

using a hybrid approach (Czernecki et al. 2019). This approach is attractive as it

theoretically exploits the convective accuracy of real-time observations, while still us-

ing the accurately forecasted portions of NWP models, such as their environmental

variables. As such, we elected to attempt the hybrid approach with a combination

of high-resolution US lightning observations supplied by Vaisala (Pohjola and Mäkelä

2013) and the high-resolution Warn-on-Forecast System (WoFS) NWP model ensem-

ble (Stensrud et al. 2009, Stensrud et al. 2013). One of the reasons both of these

datasets were selected was because they are of similar scale to two global data sources:

IBM’s Global High-Resolution Atmospheric Forecasting System (GRAF) model and

Vaisala’s global lightning dataset. If a machine learning model was effective on these

smaller-scale datasets, it may be effective on their global counterparts. A secondary

objective of this thesis was to measure the benefits of switching from an exclusively

NWP sourced set of inputs to one which also included the lightning observations. It

was hypothesized that this would result in a significant increase in performance, and

3



if so could argue for the effectiveness of a similar AI-driven hail model trained on the

associated global lightning observations.

Finally, to increase the likelihood of finding an effective machine learning model for

use in hail nowcasting, we performed 3 distinct architecture experiments that all used

various U-Nets. Our final objective was to measure the performance differences across

these architecture experiments to determine which was the best. With experiments in

both data selection and architecture selection, it was believed that any produced hail

nowcasting system could be reliably vetted.
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Chapter 2

Background

I begin with a background discussion of the broad concepts used and referenced through-

out the thesis. This chapter is broken into 3 sections. The first discusses hail and related

topics. The second discusses machine learning broadly along with details regarding the

specific model we used. Finally, the third section discusses the numerical weather pre-

diction modelling system that was used for some of our machine learning predictors,

called the Warn-on-Forecast System.

2.1 Hail Forecasting

The exact physical processes behind hail formation and growth continue to be debated

amongst leading hail experts. What is generally accepted is that hail formation begins

with the development of a hail embryo that subsequently moves through a storm up-

draft. Eventual hail diameter is a function of the time this embryo spends inside the

storm updraft. If an abundance of supercooled water is present (which is not always

the case), the water will freeze to the edges of the hailstone during its time spent in

the updraft. These concepts are well summarized in (Allen et al. 2020). Generally, the

longer a hailstone remains in the updraft, the larger the hailstone becomes.
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These processes are part of a set of complex interactions referred to as microphysics

(Labriola et al. 2019, Allen et al. 2020, Morrison et al. 2020). These are physical pro-

cesses that occur at scales far less than 1 meter (Morrison et al. 2020). Our computa-

tional limits keep operational NWP model grid cells at the scale of a few kilometers at

their smallest (operational NWP examples: Stensrud et al. 2009, Stensrud et al. 2013).

This greatly exceeds the scale necessary to resolve these microphysics. As such, most

current methods for the forecasting/nowcasting of hail must use a statistics-based or

physical surrogate of these processes that would broadly occur within a single NWP

model grid cell (Milbrandt and Yau 2005, Stensrud et al. 2009, Stensrud et al. 2013,

Labriola et al. 2019). As a result, our current hail forecasts based on this system

cannot produce high quality predictions beyond a fixed limit (Morrison et al. 2020).

Additionally, the microphysics that occur are numerous and contain many competing

processes (Morrison et al. 2020). Each of these processes offer a certain percentage

of the total physical explanation of the hail growth model and one can debate their

individual degrees of relative importance owing to limitations of direct observations

(Morrison et al. 2020).

Despite these difficulties, many different statistical and physics-based hail models

have found success in forecasting hail for various lead times. Some methods worked by

producing hail forecasts exclusively based upon environmental variables, while other

methods worked by assuming ongoing convection and then estimating possible hail

growth within said convection. Producing methods based exclusively around envi-

ronmental variables can prove difficult as our understanding of these environmental

variables is still partially incomplete, just as with our knowledge of hail microphysics

(Allen et al. 2020). For example, certain environments support rapid hail growth where

hail can spend less time in a storm updraft, while other environments support slower

hail growth with greater time required in an updraft (Allen et al. 2020). This has
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resulted in many different physics-based approaches to hail forecasting using environ-

mental variables.

One set of examples of these environment-based methods are the methods produced

by directly relating soundings from observations/models to hail reports. A study in

Finland on near storm environments from observation-based soundings determined

that storm mode forecasting could form the basis for stronger forecasting of hail in

Finland (Tuovinen et al. 2015). Another study used model analysis-sourced soundings

to evaluate the effectiveness of many common meteorological variables when forecasting

hail of different sizes (Johnson and Sugden 2014). This study also emphasized the

importance of better forecasting storm mode to assist in the use of environmental

variables for forecasting hail, among other findings. In general, the broadest methods

for forecasting/nowcasting hail from environmental sounding-based variables tended to

be focused around the forecasting of severe weather conditions, as opposed to direct hail

forecasting (Thompson et al. 2003, Allen et al. 2011). These solutions tended to offer

mixed success (Allen et al. 2020), however microphysics still play an important role in

the forecasting of storm mode itself, and thus the NWP scaling issue still hampers the

effectiveness of these methods (Smith et al. 2012).

A popular subset of environment-based methods that has proven effective in hail

forecasting are the methods focused on the prediction of updraft strength. Strong

updrafts are believed to be necessary for hail growth, so forecasting their strength is

logical (Allen et al. 2020). Some studies focused on the use of Convective Available

Potential Energy (or CAPE) as a surrogate for updraft strength (Tuovinen et al. 2015,

Púčik et al. 2015). Others use alternative surrogates such as the lifted index (Mohr and

Kunz 2013). Regardless of the source of these surrogates, methods focused on updraft

strength have shown skill in numerous case studies, and in particular they have proven

popular in European applications (Allen et al. 2020). However, one possible limitation
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to these methods is that more recent studies have suggested that updraft width may

play a more significant role on hail growth than updraft strength (Nelson 1983, Dennis

and Kumjian 2017). This is because it is possible updraft width is a greater driver for

the time hail spends in an updraft, which is an established requirement for hail growth.

An alternative to these purely environment-based methods are methods that as-

sume convection in some manner is occurring and then estimating possible hail growth

through physics-based estimates of the time hail would spent in the updrafts of said

convection. For many years, a popular example of one of these methods has been

HAILCAST (Brimelow et al. 2002, Jewell and Brimelow 2009, Adams-Selin and Ziegler

2016). HAILCAST works by using environmental soundings as input for an ensemble

of simulated updrafts formed from slight perturbations of its initial conditions (Jewell

and Brimelow 2009, Adams-Selin and Ziegler 2016). If the parcels within an ensem-

ble member are capable of passing their level of free convection, they are considered

to be part of an active updraft and hail size estimates are produced by injecting a

simulated hail embryo into the updraft. The final hail results are then made from

the ensemble statistics of the expected growth size of each of these embryos. HAIL-

CAST was shown to perform well during the 2014–2016 NOAA Hazardous Weather

Testbeds and has since become commonly used as a hail prediction tool (Adams-Selin

et al. 2019). In particular, the latest version of this method (Adams-Selin and Ziegler

2016) is used within some convection-allowing models such as the Warn-on-Forecast

System, which is the modeling system used for our NWP predictors as discussed below.

HAILCAST serves as an excellent product for comparison against any produced hail

forecasting/nowcasting models.
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2.2 Machine Learning, U-Nets, and Segmentation

Despite the successes of physics-based methods for hail forecasting/nowcasting, in more

recent years a popular method for creating hail models has been machine learning.

Machine learning has seen an explosion of uses throughout the broader meteorolog-

ical community in this same time period (Chase et al. 2022). Machine learning has

the potential to be a valuable alternative to physics-based methods because machine

learning is excellent at finding complex relationships necessary to solving large-data

problems. The nowcasting of hail is one such complex large-data problem. Examples

of successful machine learning uses in hail forecasting and nowcasting include: the use

of random forests, logistic regression, and k-means clustering for all hazards severe

weather prediction explored by McGovern et al. 2017, next-day hail forecasting us-

ing random forests trained on NWP models by Gagne et al. 2017, and Gagne et al.

2019 used convolutional neural networks to help identify hail inside radar reflectivity

observations. Further examples cited in this thesis include Czernecki et al. 2019 and

Lagerquist et al. 2020, but a more complete overview can be seen from (McGovern

et al. 2023) as there are numerous examples.

In general, machine learning is capable of determining its own connections between

complex inputs (often referred to as predictors) and outputs (often referred to as labels

or truth). For the models used in this project, the machine learning finds these con-

nections through a process known as “training” where the model optimizes a series of

internal numerical weights using a predefined training dataset. The resulting weights

make up the model’s “solution” to the problem, and the model can then be used on

data it has not seen before to create useful output.

Machine learning tasks tend to fall into one of two categories. The first category is

referred to as supervised learning. Supervised learning is when the machine learning
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model possesses both the predictors and labels necessary to determine any connecting

relationships. The second category is called unsupervised learning. In this method,

the machine learning model must determine any details regarding its output during

training without the assistance of labels. For an excellent overview of this process,

see (Chase et al. 2022). For our application, we elected to use supervised learning to

accomplish our goals. As such, we required both predictor and label datasets. These

predictors were NWP environmental data and real-time observations, while our labels

were a hail surrogate derived from radar observations.

The type of machine learning model we selected for this project is from a popular

family of models known as neural networks (Wang and Raj 2017). Neural networks

consist of large collections of “neurons” which themselves consist of mathematical acti-

vation functions and connections that facilitate the passing of data (Picton 1994, Wang

and Raj 2017). Activation functions work by returning a binary signal when a series of

inputs cross a defined threshold. This return signal can then be used by any following

functions. These “neurons” made up of activation functions and their various connec-

tions are then merged in a network with other “neurons” in a dense fashion similar to

a tree-like data structure (Picton 1994, Wang and Raj 2017). The resulting network

becomes a non-linear problem capable of describing a large set of applications (Picton

1994, Wang and Raj 2017). These activation functions and connections are akin to

activation signals and axons of a human neuron, hence these networks are referred to

as neural networks (Picton 1994).

A particularly popular form of neural network for problems that contain spatial data

is the convolutional neural network or CNN (Albawi et al. 2017). This form of neural

network uses small filters known as kernels to translate spatial features (for example, a

spatial wind field gradient) into real numbers that can be fed through the neurons of a

neural network (Albawi et al. 2017). The output of these filters and their neurons are
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then convolved into a smaller set of spatial floats that can be passed through another set

of filters (Albawi et al. 2017). These steps together can be described as a convolutional

layer. This process is repeated many times until the final output of a single scalar real

number is produced at the end of the network (Albawi et al. 2017).

The particular machine learning problem that had to be solved for this project

is referred to as segmentation (Ronneberger et al. 2015). Segmentation is when a

machine learning model produces output for multiple pixels in a higher dimensional

image as opposed to a single dimensional output (Ronneberger et al. 2015). As such,

segmentation is an excellent fit for a meteorology problem where output is required

to represent many pixels in a coarse grid domain. Traditional CNNs are not designed

to solve problems of this nature. As discussed, what is returned at the bottom of

a traditional neural network (or what could be described as the network output) is

usually a single scaler or a one-dimensional array of numbers (Albawi et al. 2017).

In a segmentation problem, every pixel (or data point) within an image (or other

two-dimensional data structure) must receive a float output (that then can be used

in pixelwise classification if desired) as opposed to a single float (Ronneberger et al.

2015).

For this project, we elected to use a type of neural network referred to as a U-Net

(Ronneberger et al. 2015, Özgün Çiçek et al. 2016, Huang et al. 2020). For an example

of a U-Net, see Figure 2.1. U-Nets were specifically created to solve this segmentation

task and were thus ideal for this project (Ronneberger et al. 2015, Özgün Çiçek et al.

2016, Huang et al. 2020). A traditional two-dimensional U-Net consists of multiple

downsampling layers of convolutions and filters followed by multiple upsampling layers

(Ronneberger et al. 2015, Huang et al. 2020). This downsampling direction followed

by upsampling direction when displayed in a diagram is visually indicative of the
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Figure 2.1: A diagram outlining the general structure of a 2D U-Net. The data patches
shown are for appearances only. For a diagram of the 3D U-Net most commonly used
in this project, see Figure 3.3. Adapted with permission from Chase et al. 2023.

letter “U”, hence, the name U-Net (Ronneberger et al. 2015, Huang et al. 2020).

Additionally, some more recent versions of U-Nets contain skip connections which are

network connections between downsampling and upsampling layers of the same depth

(Huang et al. 2020). As discussed, the convolutional layers used during downsampling

reduce the dataset’s size with each layer. This process is repeated some number of

times defined by the depth of the U-Net given before the start of the experiment. This

shrinking of the data’s shape is the basis of the term downsampling and when the

bottom of the “U” is reached the data’s shape is much smaller relative to its starting

shape.

Throughout this whole process, weights are applied to each filter at each level (Ron-

neberger et al. 2015, Albawi et al. 2017). These weights make up the parameters the

machine learning optimization algorithm will attempt to optimize based upon a metric
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of modeling success called a loss function. In the case of neural networks, the opti-

mization of the loss function is a non-linear problem because, as discussed previously,

the entire network itself is a non-linear collection of functions (Albawi et al. 2017).

Therefore, a more complex optimization algorithm that exploits backpropagation such

as Adam (Kingma and Ba 2017) must be used in place of straight stochastic gradient

descent.

Once the data has passed down to the lowest level of the network and has com-

pleted downsampling, the weights become one-dimensional and thus require several

increases in dimension such that they can represent the final output shape needed

for segmentation. Upsampling accomplishes this task throughout the second half of

the network. In order for the output shape to be the same as the input shape (and

therefore correctly perform segmentation), the same number of layers must be used

in the upsampling phase as what was used in the downsampling phase (Ronneberger

et al. 2015). Each upsampling layer has a similar structure to each downsampling

layer, however, as opposed to containing convolutions that reduce the size of the data’s

shape, each upsampling layer contains an upsampling function that increases the size

of the data’s shape (Ronneberger et al. 2015). These functions are often as simple

as a function that copies each passed data point n number of times, where n is the

factor of shape size reduction that occurs in each upsampling layer’s corresponding

downsampling layer (Ronneberger et al. 2015). Additionally, each upsampling layer

also contains their own weights used in the optimization problem such that further

relationships can be determined towards the end of the network. These weights are

functionally equivalent to a convolutional layer made up of filters with a 1 x 1 shape.

If the U-Net contains skip connections, these will be inputs for each of the upsampling

layers. These connections would originate from the output of each downsampling layer.
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They allow for the model to learn relationships that do not require the full depth of

the network to be sufficiently resolved.

The end result of any U-Net as described above is a model that translates an

image-like data structure with any number of features (or channels) into a similarly

shaped image-like data structure. For our application, the final output is pixelwise

probabilities of severe hail.

2.3 The Warn-on-Forecast System

As was briefly summarized, our machine learning-based nowcasting solution exploits a

hybrid NWP/observation approach to predictors. This was to allow our machine learn-

ing models to exploit the advantages of an already established forecast while having

observation ground truths to help control any NWP error that would be expected when

trying to resolve convection. Furthermore, at the timescale of nowcasting, we expected

NWP to not lose too much of its accuracy in contrast to longer-ranged forecasting,

especially with regards to its environmental variables.

This successful machine learning model was produced by selecting a NWP model

well-suited for the nowcasting timescale. This model would also require the highest

spatial resolution possible to optimally resolve at least some mesoscale storm features

while still being capable of running quick enough for real-time operations. High reso-

lution convection-allowing-models have been shown to resolve some mesoscale features

with grid spacing less than or equal to 3 km (Potvin and Flora 2015). An well-suited

NWP model for these constraints is the experimental Warn-on-Forecast System (WoFS)

model ensemble (Stensrud et al. 2009, Stensrud et al. 2013, Gallo 2017). The WoFS

model ensemble was originally envisioned in 2009 as high-resolution operational severe

weather modeling system that could assist in the National Weather Service warning
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process (Stensrud et al. 2009) The primary goal of WoFS is to integrate its forecast

directly into the warning process (Stensrud et al. 2013). In addition to a NWP model

ensemble, WoFS is made up of a rapidly-refreshed data assimilation system which is

used to greatly increase model performance and reliability at the shorter lead times

(Hu and Xue 2007, Stensrud et al. 2013). It was believed that this NWP modelling

system could predict its own storms due to its rapid data assimilation, as opposed to

just offering future environmental considerations to a forecaster’s analysis of an already

observed mesoscale storm (Stensrud et al. 2009).

In contrast to most NWP models which have a fixed forecast domain (such as

CONUS or regional models), WoFS has a smaller high-resolution domain that is po-

sitioned over areas in the United States where severe weather is expected to occur.

During operations, WoFS is initialized every 30 minutes. It rapidly outputs data every

5 minutes and performs rapid data assimilation at a rate of every 15 minutes. Its data

assimilation system is built on the 3DVAR system which effectively translates 3D radar

data into storm information for model ingestion (Gao 2013, Calhoun et al. 2014, Smith

2014). In particular, this data assimilation system has a high cycling rate (5 minutes)

which allows detailed convective information to enter WoFS in a timely manner, which

is essential in convection timescales. Its most recent specifications include a spatial grid

resolution of 3 km by 3 km made of of 300x300x50 pixel domains. In previous version

of WoFS the x-y dimensions were only 250x250 pixels, including during some of the

years used for this thesis. As such, for our purposes, efforts had to be made in order to

ensure sampling could adapt to different domain sizes. Generally, these specifications

made WoFS output a clear choice for use as predictors in a machine learning model.

In particular, the resolution of the Warn-on-Forecast System and its rapid data assim-

ilation have shown success in the nowcasting of severe weather in the past, including

in machine learning applications (Flora et al. 2021). Additionally, the 3x3 km grid
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spacing of WoFS is the same spatial scale of IBM’s GRAF model over land. Ideally,

this would imply that the performance of a model trained on WoFS data would be

similar to the performance of what could be trained on a global high-resolution model

like GRAF.

Several fields from WoFS will be used as predictors for our machine learning models.

These are outlined later in the Methods chapter. One field of particular importance

is the HAILCAST field (Adams-Selin and Ziegler 2016), as introduced above. This

field is both used as a predictor for our models and is used as a baseline for basic hail

forecasting performance. HAILCAST is a commonly used surrogate for hail and is thus

an excellent choice for a baseline. It performs well on its own, but is limited by the

constraints of physics-based interpretations of microphysics, which cannot be resolved

at current NWP scales. As such, HAILCAST is useful to act primarily as a physics-

based alternative to our machine learning results when comparing model performances

in the Results chapter (chapter 4).
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Chapter 3

Methods

This chapter will discuss our particular uses of the concepts introduced in the back-

ground chapter. It is divided into 5 sections. The chapter begins with a section

detailing all the datasets used throughout the thesis. This is broken into subsections

depending on whether the data is used as machine learning predictors or truth labels.

The second section discusses the data mining process and the following preprocessing

steps. Thirdly, the machine learning we used in the thesis is discussed in more detail,

including how it relates to different machine learning architectures we experimented

with. The fourth section discusses the training process itself along with how hyperpa-

rameter searching was performed. Finally, the fifth section outlines the primary metric

used for performance evaluation in this thesis, the critical success index, along with its

variations.

3.1 Datasets

The datasets used in this thesis are made up of remote sensing observations and numeri-

cal weather prediction model output. The observations are sourced from the NEXRAD

US national doppler radar network and ground-based lightning sensors. The numer-

ical weather prediction data is exclusively from the Warn-on-Forecast System, which

was introduced earlier. All data sources are divided into sections depending on if they

contributed to our predictors or the truth labels.
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3.1.1 Predictors

The first datasets that will be discussed are the predictors. Machine learning projects

throughout the field of meteorology use a wide range of predictors that can be catego-

rized in different ways. For the purposes of this thesis we will categorize them by how

they drive the forecasting work performed within the machine learning model. Using

this framework, most predictors can be put into one of two categories. The first cate-

gory is described as the predictors made up of meteorological observations or analyses.

Predictors in this category have the advantage of being high-quality, high-resolution,

and relatively (when compared to NWP) low-bias data that often can describe storms

in intricate detail. The second category is data made up of output fields from NWP

models. Predictors from this source do have their own forecasting information built-in

and Machine learning models built on this data already have access to an estimate of

future storm information before training even begins.

Predictors that originate from NWP allow the machine learning model to learn

associative processes with NWP output without having to determine the entire pre-

dictive process on its own. Therefore, some advantages one would expect from this

include a reduced amount of time required for training, and requiring less training

data. It has been consistently observed throughout this thesis that the rarity of hail

occurrences greatly increased the difficulty of all attempted machine learning tasks,

thus any advantage that combats this is useful. Derived fields are primarily used for

our predictors because the same amount of information contained within many raw

fields is contained within few derived fields and less predictors allows the machine

learning to find a solution easier. However, a downside to NWP based predictors is

that the machine learning model can ”over trust” in the accuracy of the NWP output.

For example: it is possible that a machine learning model puts too much emphasis on

the composite reflectivity field of a NWP model. This can occur because a partially
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minimized saddle point found during optimization is likely present with a model that

can at least perform reasonably well when assuming an effective linear relationship

between NWP reflectivity and severe weather. Thus, as with many machine learning

tasks, much of the work done when using these predictors is spent tuning the machine

learning such that it avoids these simpler solutions.

3.1.1.1 Warn-on-Forecast System

Table 3.1: Machine learning data sources summarized. Details are described in sub-
sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

As mentioned in the background chapter, we chose WoFS as our source for NWP

data as it is a high-quality modeling system for nowcasting problems. As such, it is

a strong candidate for the discussed hybrid NWP/observation approach to predictors.
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We included the same WoFS variables for the experiments that included the lightning

observations and in the experiments that were exclusively using NWP data. For our

models that included the lightning observations (discussed below), WoFS primarily

supplied forecast environmental variables that were able to drive the evolution of the

storms observed through the real-time observations. Despite this, some convective

fields are still included so that at least some degree of correction away from the early

observations can be made in the late stages of the forecast period. All model fields that

are used from WoFS have been listed in Table 3.1. The role of WoFS data predictors

in all our U-Nets is shown more explicitly in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 below.

Figure 3.1: A diagram of the data slicing used in the first two architecture experiments.
A legend is given at the bottom of the diagram. Each shape indicates a single timestep
of the predictors. The colors indicate the time since the start of the machine learning
forecast with the integers within each shape. Each dataset is indicated by a different
type of shape.
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Figure 3.2: A diagram of the data slicing used in the third architecture experiment.
A legend is given at the right of the diagram. Each shape indicates a single timestep
of the predictors. The colors indicate the time since the start of the machine learning
forecast with the integers within each shape. Each dataset is indicated by a different
type of shape. The primary difference in this diagram when compared to figure 3.1,
is that a third spatial dimension has been placed on the y-axis indicating that time is
resolved in an extra dimension as opposed to feature space.
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The fields we chose to use from WoFS can be broken into 5 categories: variables

of convection, WoFS hail/severe weather composites, wind shear variables, humidity

variables, and sounding heights. All derived fields were available from WoFS. Derived

fields were chosen as opposed to raw fields because predictors that were more closely

related to severe weather were expected to assist in the easier training of our machine

learning models. Our variables of convection include: upward vertical motion (w-

up), surface-based convective available potential energy (CAPE, which is the potential

energy from buoyancy if an air parcel is able to rise through the atmosphere), most-

unstable CAPE, surface-based convective inhibition (CIN), and most-unstable CIN.

Our chosen severe weather composites are made up of: a standard Weather Research

and Forecasting Model (WRF) graupel parameterization (labeled simply as ”hail”),

HAILCAST, and supercell composite parameter (Thompson et al. 2003). Our wind

shear variables are: updraft helicity in the 2 km to 5 km layer, storm-relative helicity in

the 0 km to 1 km layer, storm-relative helicity in the 0 km to 3 km layer, v-coordinate

shear in the 0 km to 6 km layer, and u-coordinate shear in the 0 km to 6 km layer.

Humidity was defined by dewpoint at the surface (2 meters). Finally, our chosen storm

height values were freezing level, most-unstable level of free convection (LFC), and the

most-unstable lifting condensation level (LCL). Again, these are all summarized in

Table 3.1.

3.1.1.2 Vaisala Lightning Detection

Although NWP has its numerous advantages, the short timescale between current

observations and prediction time when performing nowcasting warrants the use of at

least some observation data. Additionally, WoFS forecasts don’t become available

until ∼15 min after WoFS initialization (ML forecast start time) due to observation

latency, the time required for data assimilation, model integration, and forecast output
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post-processing. Observations should be able to help bridge this data gap in the early

stages of our forecast. In particular, observations have been shown to add considerable

skill to machine learning models used in the nowcasting timescale. Adding radar and

satellite observations are popular sources for using observations (Czernecki et al. 2019).

However, for this project it was decided that a data source directly associated with

convection activity would be useful to use as a predictor because it was expected to

more directly correlate with the position of convective features such as hail.

Vaisala’s National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) dataset was chosen for

our observations because of its resolution and association with convection (Cummins

et al. 2006, Orville 2008, Pessi et al. 2009). Additionally, it has an associated global

dataset of similar quality for future upscaling. This dataset’s use is based around a

similar strategy to what was employed for our NWP dataset. An observational dataset

with a specifically global domain was critical because making a global hail forecasting

model is a planned future expansion to this system being developed.

Lightning events are derived from land-based NLDN observations in the Continental

US before being stored as a collection of coordinates. What was used for this thesis

was the number of lightning events summed together for each 3 km by 3 km pixel

within our labels domain (see below section). A binning algorithm was used to detect

the number of events within each pixel based on the coordinates of each event. Land-

based observations have an advantage over satellite-based observations as they have

less issues compensating for the curvature of the earth when compared to detection

from aloft. This is expected to increase the spatial accuracy of the recorded lightning

events. Specifically, Vaisala claims median location accuracy within 100 meters for

their lightning data (Vaisala 2023).

For the purposes of this thesis, we chose to set observation time using WoFS ini-

tialization time as a reference. The same amount of observation data is used for each
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WoFS forecast run regardless of how much real time has past since WoFS initializa-

tion. This decision was made because WoFS initializes every 30 minutes during severe

weather events. Therefore, by the time a machine learning forecast with old observa-

tion predictors would start to become stale, a new WoFS run would have started and

any new observations could be fed into the machine learning forecast created from this

new run. However, this system would likely have to be rethought when scaling up this

product to a global domain where NWP initialization would be less frequent.

For this thesis we selected 15 minutes of observations because this was the time it

takes for WoFS spinup to complete (as discussed earlier). The position of this predictor

in our U-Nets was described in more detail in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

3.1.2 Labels (GridRad MESH)

In the field of using machine learning to forecast severe weather, storm reports are

among the most popular sources for truth labels and performance verification (Lagerquist

et al. 2017). This has several advantages including, but not limited to the confidence

given by in-situ observations (or visible confirmation) of a particular severe weather

event. However, this source of truth labels also has several disadvantages. One such

disadvantage is that human-based measurements can have inconsistencies and biases.

For example: the measurement of hail is often done in set fractions of inches and thus

what constitutes rounding to these fractions can differ among people making obser-

vations (Allen and Tippett 2015, Blair et al. 2017). Another issue is that there has

been shown to be a rural bias with storm reports (Cecil 2009, Potvin et al. 2019) that

results from most reports originating near people’s homes in urban centers as opposed

to reporting out in sparsely populated areas. In contrast, a radar-based product would

not have any introduced human bias, however it has some limitations inherent to radar

systems. For example, the altitude of the radar beam increases with distance from the
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radar site due to the curvature of the earth. This results in measurements of precip-

itation very high off the ground. This implies that the observed precipitation at the

ground can be different to what the radar returns from the precipitation detected aloft.

This also implies that the horizontal positioning of precipitation detected by the radar

can be offset from where the precipitation lands on the ground. However, another

positive attribute of the radar data is that it already exists in a grid-based format (as

opposed to the sparse data of storm reports), which is useful since we are attempting

to produce a grid-based product.

For this project, we elected to use the maximum expected size of hail (MESH)

(Witt et al. 1998) calculated from the gridded NEXRAD WSR-88D radar (GridRad)

dataset as our radar-based truth labels (Murillo and Homeyer 2019, Murillo et al. 2021,

School of Meteorology/University of Oklahoma 2021). Specifically, this was sourced

from the GridRad-severe distribution which used version 4.2 of the GridRad algorithm

(School of Meteorology/University of Oklahoma 2021). It was decided that giving

up the advantages of having mostly reliable in-situ observations in an effort to reduce

biases was worth the exchange. Unfortunately the use of a hail surrogate such as MESH

also has some disadvantages. MESH is known to struggle with hail at the smallest and

largest scales (Cintineo et al. 2012, Ortega 2018). However, one of the reasons the

GridRad dataset was chosen as opposed to other gridded radar datasets with MESH

was that GridRad has updated MESH calculations that partially compensate for this

(Wendt and Jirak 2021). This newer version of MESH was created based on a larger

sample dataset than what was used in (Witt et al. 1998).

MESH was originally creating by fitting to the severe hail index (SHI) (Witt et al.

1998) via power law, which is a direct link between radar reflectivity and hail. In

addition to using a higher quality data source, GridRad improved on this fit with its

updated MESH (Murillo and Homeyer 2019). GridRad produced two separate power
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law fits to SHI, one was to the 75th-percentile of the hail distribution (MESH75) while

the other was to the 95th-percentile of the distribution (MESH95) (Murillo and Homeyer

2019, Wendt and Jirak 2021). It was found in development of GridRad that MESH95

had an overall better performance increase over the original MESH (Wendt and Jirak

2021). However, they also found that MESH75 performed better for hail around the

40 mm diameter, while MESH95 performed better around the 64 mm diameter (Wendt

and Jirak 2021). For this thesis the 95th-percentile option (MESH95) was chosen

because larger hail performance was deemed more important than smaller hail per-

formance because we were approaching the problem from a no-severe-hail/severe-hail

binary standpoint. Greater reliability on the severe-hail labels was deemed essential.

Additionally, MESH95 was found to be less cluttered (less labels produced), which was

theorized to help keep the issue of model over-prediction (which was common in this

thesis) under control.

Our best models were all built around the prediction of severe hail (hail at least

1-inch in diameter). To convert MESH data to labels that could be used in a binary

segmentation problem, a threshold was needed to create a grid-based mask. When using

1-inch as the threshold, all pixels with at least 1-inch MESH derived hail were labeled

as positive, while all other pixels were labeled as negative. For some experiments

we tried 0.3937 inches (10 mm) to simulate general hail prediction (any size) which

resulted in the same binary system. These thresholds would hopefully mitigate MESH

issues, however it is most important that we acknowledge the limitations of MESH in

this section as it is possible our own prediction’s quality has a hard limit imposed by

how well MESH itself performs for a given storm event.
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3.1.3 Other Data (GridRad Reflectivity)

Finally, the last data source used for this project was the GridRad dataset (School

of Meteorology/University of Oklahoma 2021) composite reflectivity field (as opposed

to a more derived product such as MESH). This data source was not used as either

a predictor or a label. It was included so it could be used in post-training statistics.

Specifically, it was used to assist with determining how well WoFS predicted convection

for particular days. This was deemed to be important as any failures of convection

prediction in WoFS was found to be a significant source of poor performance for any

model trained without the lightning observations. This was because at least some

amount of convection within our WoFS predictors would be necessary for our models

to predict hail when they did not have lightning observations. This could be understood

as our models avoiding guessing the positioning of their own convection without either

WoFS or lightning observation guidance. When lightning observations were included,

earlier timesteps could use the observations as a marker for convection and could then

advect forward predictions a few steps. In this case, the quality of WoFS convection

was less critical, however it was still useful to use this reflectivity data as evidence of

dataset variance while justifying the need for the data shuffling system we devised.

More details on the use of this reflectivity data source in the context of data shuffling

in our results chapter (chapter 4).

3.2 Data Mining and Pre-processing

The full process of data mining and pre-processing is described at a high-level by Figure

3.4. To prepare data for consumption in a U-Net, we need to slice gridded data into

square segments with a width that is a factor of 2. A factor of 2 is needed since the

down-sampling stage of our U-Net reduces the size of the square by 2 with each layer.
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(See chapter 2 for more details on the workings of U-Nets.) From this point on we will

call these squares ”patches” to distinguish them from complete images that would be

traditionally used to train a U-Net since these patches are segments of larger meteo-

rological domains. While the patches had to be sized according to a power of 2, the

particular power of 2 chosen could be varied as an experimental variable. Additionally,

which WoFS fields were used in each U-Net, whether the lightning observations were

used, and the distribution of hail all were experimental variables. For all of these op-

tions, multiple datasets with varying spatial and temporal domains must be combined

in order to produce valid patches. Datasets with different projections and different

resolutions would have be re-sampled to fit together with each other. Each dataset

also had different formats for keeping track of their position in time.

3.2.1 Data Mining (AutoPatcher)

All these factors made it clear that a robust piece of software for producing patches

from any combination of datasets would be required to avoid unnecessary work caused

by hardcoding the patching process for each dataset. This software is made up of one

master program that only required a set of configuration files to define a particular

experiment. The result was the development of the AutoPatcher project, which has

already proven robust enough to be used in other AI2ES U-Net-based projects. (For

more details on this project, see Appendix A.2.) This was a system for generating

patches from any given dataset that was controlled by a set of easily customizable

configuration files. The end result of this system was a piece of software that could

generate patches from any number of distinct datasets with differing data organization

strategies and formats. This was important for a thesis which required predictors from

many different sources. It also allowed for easy tuning of data-specific hyperparameters
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throughout the project. This resulted in a large range of machine learning models

generated and tested by the project’s conclusion.

3.2.2 Preprocessing

Once the data had been selected, filtered, modified, and patched, each patch had to

go through a preprocessing phase in preparation for consumption by the U-Nets. This

preprocessing phase consisted of several steps which varied slightly depending on the

U-Net architecture used in a particular experiment. All preprocessing pipelines are

summarized in Figure 3.4. These architecture experiments were broken down into

three categories:

Architecture Experiment 1: A single traditional two-dimensional U-Net with no

time component that is trained at WoFS initialization time only with no obser-

vation sources. Used as a baseline.

Architecture Experiment 2: Multiple two-dimensional U-Nets with the time di-

mension converted to the feature dimension. Observations are included in the

first 15 minutes of forecast time because these minutes are considered spinup

time.

Architecture Experiment 3: A single three-dimensional U-Net where the time di-

mension was converted to the third spatial dimension.

These three categories are described in more detail in 3.3, however, in this section the

focus is given to the data’s role in these structures. For all three of these categories,

the patched data is returned from our AutoPatcher in the same consistent format

to ensure uniformity across experiments. Then, for each experiment, the data was

sliced according to their respective predictor requirements. For example, the second
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experiment was made up of several distinct U-Nets with differing sets of inputs, so

slicing could be done to this raw data returned from the AutoPatcher for each individual

U-Net without having to regenerate data. This enabled us to incorporate 15 minutes of

observation data at the start of our forecast period in several different formats without

extra oversight. In summary, each patch returned from AutoPatcher contained 15

minutes of lightning observation data, a full one-hour swath of WoFS data, and a

corresponding full one-hour swath of MESH radar observations to be used as labels for

each time step. Samples that were then needed for each architecture experiment were

sliced from this full patch format to fit their corresponding needs in the early phases

of preprocessing.

3.2.2.1 Test Set Partition and Storm Day Clustering

Before data slicing for each architecture experiment, the test set had to be partitioned

from the rest of our data with complete statistical independence and without any

introduced selection bias. Since each patch was built around a one-hour segment of

a WoFS run, many patches could be nearly adjacent to each other temporally or at

least contained storms from the same storm event. Therefore, the traditional random

selection of samples could not be used to partition the test data set in our application.

To correctly partition the data, entire ”storm days” would have to be the items that

are randomly sampled to form the test data set. It was clear that ”storm days” had

to be formally and mathematically defined such that the sampling could be robustly

performed.

It was decided that clustering the WoFS initialization times of like-patches to-

gether would be the most concise way to define a ”storm day”. This was a simple

one-dimensional clustering task that could be solved by using the difference in time
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between patches’ WoFS initialization times. This could be described as a density-

based clustering problem and thus DBSCAN (or Density-based spatial clustering of

applications with noise) was selected as our clustering model (Birant and Kut 2007).

We defined the time to be at least six hours between two patches’ WoFS initializa-

tion times for both to be considered as part of separate ”storm days”. In DBSCAN

terms this was defined as an epsilon of 6 hours. This resulted in a total of 68 ”storm

days” for our entire 2017-2021 data set. From this collection of patches now labelled

by DBSCAN, 20% of all ”storm days” were randomly selected to be set aside as our

test data set where no action would be taken on this set until the end of our complete

training process for all experiments. This method of clustering was also used in later

steps of the preprocessing pipeline as it was important to define ”storm days” when-

ever any sort of data partitioning was required. In particular, see 3.2.2.3 regarding

cross-validation where this was used extensively.

3.2.2.2 Minima/Maxima and Architecture Data Slicing

With the test set partitioned, the remaining data was defined as the joint train and

validation sets. The minima and maxima of all variables contained within this joint

set were calculated and set aside for later use in normalization (see section 3.2.2.4).

Afterwards, the train and validation data was then ready for slicing into the respective

structures required for each of the three U-Net architecture experiments (section 3.2.2).

For architecture experiment 1, the data was sliced to only contain WoFS data and

MESH labels at WoFS initialization time as discussed in sections 3.2.2 and 3.3. The

single U-Net used in this architecture experiment was trained exclusively at a single

timestep and used to predict on any of the other timesteps as a simple U-Net baseline.

Therefore, no lightning observations were included in this architecture experiment as
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it was possible that the U-Net would be used to predict on a timestep past valid

observation times.

For architecture experiment 2, a considerably more complex slicing system was re-

quired. As described in sections 3.2.2 and 3.3, unlike the baseline, this architecture

experiment did resolve the time dimension by converting each time step (with corre-

sponding predictors) to the feature space of the U-Net. This ”conversion to feature

space” process was achieved by selecting each consecutive time step within the pre-

dictors and renaming them by their corresponding timestep. For example the WoFS

feature ”most-unstable CAPE” can be renamed as ”most-unstable CAPE 0”, ”most-

unstable CAPE 1”, ”most-unstable CAPE 2”, and ”most-unstable CAPE 3” for use

as predictors in a two-dimensional U-Net predicting forecast minute 15. However, in

this case the U-Net that formed the basis of this architecture experiment was still a

two-dimensional U-Net and therefore would still produce two-dimensional probability

distributions as output. Thus, to achieve a forecast for the entire one-hour period,

multiple two-dimensional U-Nets were required in sequence to resolve the third time

dimension. For each of these consecutive U-Nets, the forecasted minute was shifted

5 minutes later in the forecast period and an additional 5 minutes of predictors was

added with the exception of lightning observations (since observations could not be

observed later than 15 minutes into forecast period). This resulted in a total of 9 two-

dimensional U-Nets (and 9 separate data slicings) for a complete forecast period from

initialization + 15 minutes (ML forecast start time) to initialization + 55 minutes (ML

forecast start + 40 mins). See Figure 3.1 for overview.

Finally, for architecture experiment 3, very little slicing was required. The entire

forecast period’s data swath could used in its original ”extra time dimension” format

(the lightning observation data’s final 15 minute timestep was copied forward to fill the

remainder of the time dimension for dimension shape consistency). All data was used
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simultaneously since the time dimension was treated as the third spatial dimension

needed for a three-dimensional U-Net (see 3.3). Slicing the combined train and valida-

tion dataset into the formats required for the three architecture experiments resulted

in 11 total datasets for 11 total U-Nets (architecture experiment 2 required 9 individual

U-Nets).

3.2.2.3 Cross-Validation

Despite having 5 years worth of data (2017-2021) and 68 storm days, the rarity of hail

events led to the conclusion that cross-validation was required to ensure over-fitting

would not occur on the validation sets. Cross-validation achieves this goal by producing

multiple independent validation sets from the original data set. For the purposes of

this project it was determined that 5 folds (and therefore 5 independent validation

sets) were sufficient to achieve confidence in validation results. Both 5 folds and 10

folds are popular choices for K-fold cross-validation (Allen 1974, Stone 1974), however

it was determined that 10 folds would result in validation set sizes that were too small

to be useful for this project. Additionally, the training of multiple complex U-Nets is

exceedingly computationally expensive, thus multiplying compute time by a factor of

2 with the 10 fold option was deemed unreasonable.

In preparation for cross-validation, the 11 sliced datasets described in the previous

section were then run through the DBSCAN-based storm clustering algorithm which

itself is described in 3.2.2.1. However, at this stage the clustering algorithm labels

patches based on their storm day for use in a stratified K-fold cross-validation partition-

ing procedure rather than random sampling. These labeled storm days were used for

exploiting Stratified Group K-fold cross-validation (Stone 1974). Stratification is the

process of ensuring each train and validation set partitioned with each cross-validation

fold has hail label proportions (the number of hail labels divided by the total number
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of labels) that are as similar as possible. This was again important for the rare hail

event issue consistently encountered by this project. Additionally, this cross-validation

function could be described as group cross-validation because it performed stratifica-

tion within the constraints of predefined label groupings. Stratification with grouping

worked by enforcing hail label proportion similarities without allowing two patches

from the same group to exist in both training and validation. This grouping system

was where the clustered storm day labels were fed. The result of this cross-validation

stage was 5 splits of train and validation pairs for each of the 11 U-Nets for a total of

55 models requiring hyperparameter searches and training.

3.2.2.4 Normalization and Remaining Preprocessing

As mentioned in the architecture data slicing section (3.2.2.2), the minima and maxima

of all variables were calculated and set aside. These minima and maxima were kept to

perform min-max normalization (equation 3.1). After all the original remaining non-

test data had been sliced into the 55 train and validation pairs, min-max normalization

was performed on all 55 based on the same minima and maxima. The result was U-

Net predictors that would range from 0 to 1. This scaling matched the scaling of all

our U-Nets’ chosen activation function referred to as the Sigmoid function (equation

3.2). This had the advantage of instilling greater numerical stability during the model

training process.

xscaled =
x− xmin

xmax − xmin

(3.1)

S(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(3.2)
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Immediately following the normalization of the predictors, all train and validation

data was formatted to meet the requirements of a Tensorflow dataset (Abadi et al.

2015). A Tensorflow dataset was an efficient data storage method that consisted of

both train and validation data merged together for consumption in a Tensorflow ma-

chine learning model (Abadi et al. 2015). The formatting included: required dataset

reshaping according to Tensorflow standards and the conversion of all data to float32

for disk space consumption reasons. For certain experiments, a “Gaussian expansion”

(Earnest et al. 2023) is applied to either the training set or both the training and

validation sets simultaneously (see Figure 4.2 for results of this experiment). This

“Gaussian expansion” step was implemented in response to the “rarity of hail events”

issue discussed in the previous section. It worked by converting isolated hail labels (or

1’s) to Gaussian-esque distributions of 1’s surrounded by rings of 0.66’s which were

in turn surrounded by rings of 0.33’s. This expansion was applied exclusively to the

two spatial dimensions used for the 2 out of 3 architecture experiments made up of

two-dimensional U-Nets. However, the expansion was applied to both space and time

for architecture experiment 3 (which was made up of a three-dimensional U-Net). The

objective of this was to allow for some amount of spatial and temporal tolerance on

the prediction of hail in a gridded format as opposed to just exact pixelwise accuracy

of prediction.

3.3 Machine Learning Architecture (U-Nets)

U-Nets were broadly introduced in the background chapter 2. Our application of these

networks can be briefly summarized with a listing of the particular U-Net subtypes

we used, along with their aforementioned associated predictor dataset slicings. As

mentioned in 3.2.2, three separate U-Net architecture experiments were performed in
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Figure 3.3: An overview diagram of the architecture for our best model. This overview
is also a glimpse into what U-Nets look like in general. This model was a single 3D
U-Net used in architecture experiment 3. All its convolutional layers are 3D and are
displayed as such. This particular model had 2 convolutional layers per network level
and skip-connections at each level because it is of the 3-plus variant. Each convolutional
layer had 8 5x5 kernels, batch normalization, and a ReLU activation function. All
hyperparameters for this model and all others produced are available in Table A.2
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this project. The U-Net used for our best model is given in Figure 3.3. All the now

preprocessed data was fed into the U-Nets used in one of these 3 experiments depending

on which pipeline it was sliced for.

The first experiment used a simple two-dimensional U-Net trained at only one

timestep (WoFS initialization time). It was designed to predict at any single timestep

throughout the forecast period. As such, it did not get trained on any observations since

observations were not available in all timesteps of the forecast period. This model was

not expected to perform overly well and was included as a baseline for general machine

learning performance.

The second architecture experiment used multiple two-dimensional U-Nets to each

individually predict a timestep throughout the forecast period. Additionally, each of

these U-Nets received predictors from all preceding timesteps as opposed to just using

the predictors from the current timestep. This was done by moving all predictors

from previous timesteps into the feature dimension of each U-Net. Since different

timesteps could be resolved within these features, this experiment was capable of using

the lightning observations.

The final experiment used a single large three-dimensional U-Net. This U-Net took

the entire swatch of predictor data as input, as opposed to splitting it into chunks. The

12-step time dimension of all predictors were converted to the third spatial dimension.

The lightning observations, which were only available for the first 15 minutes (the first

4 timesteps) of the forecast period, had its data at the 15 minute point copied forward

the remaining number of times left in the forecast. This was so every predictor would

still have the same shape when fit into the U-Net. This U-Net was our most successful

and the same set of hyperparameters was used in all runs that used architecture ex-

periment 3. This set of hyperparameters and the corresponding optimal architecture

are displayed in Table A.2 and Figure 3.3 respectively.
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3.4 Hyperparameter Searches and Model Training

At the conclusion of preprocessing we had 55 sets of data to train 55 U-Nets on. 45

of these U-Net and dataset combinations were made up of the 9 models necessary for

architecture experiment 2. The remaining 10 combinations were made up of the 5

cross-validation folds needed for the other 2 architecture experiments that each only

required a single U-Net.

With 55 individual U-Nets all requiring hyperparameter optimization, it would have

been exceedingly impractical to perform costly hyperparameter searches for all U-Nets.

As such, we elected to perform hyperparameter searches exclusively on the first fold

of every cross-validation set for a total of 11 hyperparameter searches. The remaining

folds were then only trained with optimal hyperparameters found by the best perform-

ing runs produced by the first fold searches. Our optimized models selected for final use

and testing were then defined as models made up of hyperparameters that produced

high performance results for all 5 folds. With this constraint, the computational cost

of this procedure was within the bounds of resource limits available at AI2ES, while

still enabling the production of a robust and reliable machine learning model system.

3.5 Max Critical Success Index Metric

CSI =
TP

TP + FN + FP
(3.3)

We chose two metrics to represent the performance our our models. The first

was a pixelwise maximum critical success index (max CSI). Critical success index was

calculated from the base metrics as shown by equation 3.3, where ”TP” is the true

positive rate, ”FN” is the false negative rate, and ”FP” is the false positive rate. Max
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CSI was where the maximum critical success index was taken across a given range

of probability thresholds for the model output. This max CSI is the point closest

to the top right along the curve of a performance diagram. The advantage of this

method was that it allowed for variance in probability magnitude across experiments

which is important for rare label cases. The second metric was max CSI with a 6-km

neighborhood tolerance. This was calculated in the same manner as pixelwise max CSI

except that the true positive and the false positive sums were calculated on truth labels

that were expanded by 6 km. The true negative and false negative were still calculated

on unexpanded labels. The result of this was a metric with a spatial tolerance that did

not introduce additional unphysical false negatives (which would occur if one applied a

label expansion to all four base metrics haphazardly). However, this neighborhooding

did not include any temporal tolerance.
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Figure 3.4: A flowchart of the entire data mining and preprocessing pipeline. Each dark
blue square is a software step. Each light blue rectangle or square is data. Data shapes
are not to scale. The green shades help delineate the 3 architecture experiments which
are each labeled. All 3 architecture experiments have similar high-level structure,
however architecture experiment 2 has to repeat its steps 9 times (as indicated by
the red boxed section) to resolve all timesteps in our forecast period. Most steps in
this diagram are discussed throughout chapter 3. The left most Auto-Patcher code
box is additionally described in Figure A.1, while each of the slicing code blocks are
additionally described in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Critical Importance of Data Distribution

An important discovery made during the course of our early experiments was that the

ability of WoFS to accurately predict convection played a substantial role in model

performance for models that did not use observation predictors. In the early stages

of this thesis, the lightning observations that would later become critical to our best

models were not yet available. As a result, all machine learning models we produced

had to rely on exclusively WoFS data for convection information. Our train, validation,

and test sets were also simply delineated by dates as opposed to the clustering system

used in later stages.

As these dates were shifted during various experiments, it was discovered that the

test set performance across experiments varied to a large degree. (These experiments

are outlined in more detail in appendix A.1). It was hypothesized that this was a

result of variations in WoFS convection performance across dates. Thus, we examined

WoFS convection performance in the same context as the rare hail label issue. It was

hypothesized that the rarity of storm events (rare hail label issue) and the correspond-

ing limited dataset size (final experiments contained a subset of 68 storm days from

2017 to 2021) exacerbated the issues posed by varying WoFS convection performance.

From examining case study results throughout the duration of the thesis, it was clear
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Figure 4.1: Results of an experiment indicating the relationship between non-
observation-containing machine learning models and NWP performance. All points
are pixelwise max CSI. The CSIs are a function of time since WoFS initialization. The
red lines indicate test datasets that are unshuffled across time while the blue lines indi-
cate test datasets that are shuffled completely with the storm clustering system. The
lines with triangle markers indicate a surrogate for WoFS convection performance (CSIs
from comparison of WoFS composite reflectivity >40 dBZ against GridRad composite
reflectivity >40 dBZ) while the lines with circle markers represent the corresponding
machine learning performance.
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that WoFS convection performance varied substantially amongst samples and between

ensemble members. Thus, it was also theorized that any unshuffled distribution of data

could result in the division of unequal degrees of WoFS convection performance when

again considering the context of a limited dataset size made up of relatively rare storm

events.

To test these theories, an experiment was performed to compare a model trained

on unshuffled data against one trained on shuffled data. The unshuffled model was

trained on cross-validated data from 2017-01-01 to 2021-04-26 and tested on data

from 2021-04-27 to 2021-12-31. The shuffled model used train, validation, and testing

data shuffled according to our clustering algorithm over all available years (2017 to

2021). For a summary of dates see appendix A.1. For each model, patches were

also created from the GridRad reflectivity dataset discussed in section 3.1.3 and set

aside. The performance of both trained models were then be compared along with their

respective WoFS convection performances. The convection performance was measured

by producing the max CSI of WoFS composite reflectivity >40 dBZ with the set aside

GridRad composite reflectivity >40 dBZ as the ground truth. 40 dBZ was chosen

because reflectivity greater than this threshold usually was associated with convection

and not stratiform precipitation.

The results of this experiment are outlined in Figure 4.1. The convection per-

formance max CSIs are shown with the triangle markers while the machine learning

model performance is shown with the circle markers. This experiment validated both

hypotheses. Firstly, it is clear that any machine learning model produced had it’s

performance dependant on the WoFS convection performance. This can be seen from

the fact the shuffled model’s performance increased from the unshuffled model’s per-

formance at the same time the convection performance increased at a similar scale.

Secondly, it is clear that shuffling plays a substantial role in increasing this convection
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performance for the gathered test dataset. The results of this experiment indicate that

any future machine learning endeavour that uses NWP data would need to investigate

the performance of said NWP data while also considering if shuffling would be required.

In order to maximize the performance of our model produced in this thesis, we used

the shuffled method for our final model.

4.2 Predictor and Label Experiments

We performed 3 end-of-study predictor and label experiments. Each experiment was

performed by changing a single condition from our most developed hail nowcasting

machine learning model. This ideal model used architecture experiment 3 (see Figure

3.2 and 3.3) and employed the Gaussian expansion we discussed in 3.2 along with the

Vaisala lightning observations discussed in 3.1.1.2.

The results of all 3 predictor and label experiments are summarized in line graphs

given in each experiment subsection (see Figure 4.2 as an example). Each of these line

graphs describes the complete test set performance of a model used in an experiment

across the 1 hour forecast period with 21438 testing samples. Each figure included a

line graph with pixelwise max CSI on the left and neighborhooded max CSI on the

right. For all 3 experiments, each line graph was made up of the lines representing both

models used in the experiment’s comparison along with 3 baselines. In all experiments,

each result was broken into output that exploited the ensemble distribution (by using

the ensemble mean) of the WoFS data and output that was purely deterministic. The

deterministic output is denoted by the models with circle markers in each figure. The

ensemble mean version of each model is denoted by a triangle markers. All models were

trained deterministically where all WoFS ensemble members were treated as reasonably

equivalent and thus were merged together into a larger sample collection (a “NWP
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ensemble member agnostic” approach). This was important for adding additional

samples to counter the rare label issue. Thus, to produce ensemble probabilistic output,

the models trained on the whole expanded dataset were used for prediction on test data

segregated by ensemble members before we took the ensemble mean. For this thesis, it

was deemed important to explore machine learning models that used both numerical

weather prediction ensembles and deterministic numerical weather prediction models as

predictors. It was decided to explore both because although model ensembles are most

common, IBM’s global GRAF model is exclusively deterministic. Since our long-term

goals include applying this work to the GRAF output, we wanted to train a machine

learning model on data that is as similar as possible.

The three aforementioned baselines are made up of WoFS ensemble-based prob-

abilistic HAILCAST, deterministic updraft helicity-based logistic regression, and en-

semble mean updraft helicity-based logistic regression. HAILCAST is the primary

physics-based hail product used by WoFS. It is deterministically produced by each

WoFS ensemble member. Therefore, the ensemble distribution of this product is re-

quired to make it a probabilistic variable that can be meaningfully compared to the

probabilistic output of our models. Thus, this is the only variable that does not have

any deterministic lines. The remaining two baselines were both variations of updraft

helicity-based logistic regression which is a relatively simplistic machine learning model.

These were included to assert the baseline performance of machine learning models.

It was also deemed useful to include these two baselines as they are far less compu-

tationally expensive to run operationally relative to deep learning such as U-Nets. It

was important to beat these two baselines with our machine learning models to assert

their computational viability. The ensemble mean version of this updraft helicity-

based logistic regression baseline was created using the same method as described for

our machine learning models.
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4.2.1 Gaussian Expansion Experiment

Figure 4.2: The results of our first predictor/label experiment. This experiment re-
moved/added the Gaussian-based label expansion used in our train and validation sets.
The left plot displays results using a pixelwise max CSI while the right plot uses max
CSI with a 6 km radius neighborhood. Both plots examine the CSIs as a function of
time since the ML forecast start. The black lines are the baseline cases, the red lines
are the non-Gaussian models, and the blue lines are the original Gaussian models.

The first experiment’s objective was to investigate the effect of a spatial and tem-

poral expansion of labels in the train and validation sets. It was hypothesized that

the expansion of these labels would allow for an easier training process for our ma-

chine learning models as a label expansion was expected to artificially increase spatial

and temporal tolerance of hail predictions. It also was hypothesized to improve per-

formance as increasing the number of labelled pixels helps to fight the rare hail label

issue. We used a “Gaussian expansion” to accomplish this task. This expansion was

applied spatially for every model that used this process and also temporally for all

time-included 3D U-Nets (architecture experiment 3). This expansion was applied to

both the training set labels and the validation set labels for all models that used this

process. To maintain the integrity of the test set, no expansion was ever applied to the

test set labels.
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The results of this experiment are summarized in Figure 4.2. The blue lines present

in both plots represent our models that were trained with labels expanded by this

method. The red lines represent our models that were trained without expanded labels.

As introduced previously, all black lines represent various baselines. The line with

square markers represents ensemble HAILCAST. The lines with circle markers and

triangle markers represent deterministic and ensemble updraft helicity-based logistic

regression respectively.

Unexpectedly, it was discovered that this expansion did not have a substantial effect

on model performance. As shown in the figure, the models that included the Gaus-

sian expansion did not have a max CSI that was substantially greater than models

without the expansion. Conversely, applying a Guassian expansion to our model de-

creased model performance in the first timesteps of the forecast period during the time

observations were included in the predictors. It was theorized that this early reduced

performance was because increasing label counts at a timestep where observations are

included tends to add unphysical labels to pixels where no corresponding observations

would be present. At timesteps where observations that nearly represent truth are

present, expanding labels can only increase the error.

Beyond the timesteps of the first 15 minutes, it was hypothesized that this experi-

ment did not yield substantial results because the limited number of labels constricted

the advantages gained by expanding each label. With such a small number of severe

hail labels available in the original dataset, any sort of physically reasonable label ex-

pansion was not expected to increase the total label count by a substantial number.

The goal of this experiment was to offer some tolerances to the machine learning models

during the training process, however, these tolerances cannot be as impactful as desired

without a larger number of original severe hail labels to have learning tolerances on.
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4.2.2 Predicted Hail Size Experiment

Figure 4.3: The results of our second experiment. This experiment examined the effects
of changing our predicted hail size from 1 inch to 0.3937 inches (10 mm). The left plot
displays results using a pixelwise max CSI while the right plot uses max CSI with a 6
km radius neighborhood. Both plots examine the CSIs as a function of time since the
ML forecast start. The black lines are the baseline cases, the red lines are the any-hail
models, and the blue lines are the original severe hail models.

The second experiment was performed to investigate the effect of the forecasted

hail diameter on our machine learning model performance. This experiment was of

particular importance as there is considerable motivation to forecast multiple sizes of

hail in an operational setting. This smaller diameter forecast produced as a result of

this experiment could also be perceived as an additional baseline comparison against

our more impactful severe hail forecasts. This served to increase confidence in the

validity and performance of our severe hail models.

This experiment is summarized in Figure 4.3. Once again the red lines represent the

changed models (any-hail) while the blue line continues to represent our ideal models

(severe hail). We referred to the smaller diameter hail size as “any-hail”. We chose

10 mm as the threshold for “any-hail” because choosing 0 was considered too unstable
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for useful machine learning predictions due to the GridRad MESH label performance

dropoff.

This experiment’s results were closer to what was hypothesized. Both the pixelwise

and neighborhooded max CSI performance were substantially greater for the any-hail

forecast across all timesteps. In the pixelwise plot, an increase as high as 0.15 CSI was

observed for some timesteps. Since the any-hail forecast predicted a far more common

event, it was expected that the model would perform better. This can be understood

from the perspective of the relationship of one of our machine learning models with its

label frequency. In the any-hail case, far more hail labels would be present which would

increase the likelihood of labels overlapping with a dominant predictor such as WoFS

composite reflectivity. This can be visualized as converting the forecasting problem to

something more akin to a general convection forecast which should be easier for the

any-hail models.

Overall, this experiment helped to emphasize the value of using multiple machine

learning models with a basic binary output when producing a solution to a multi-

task learning problem. This approach produced strong performing forecasts for two

exceedingly different hail diameters while maintaining meaningful probability scales.

4.2.3 Lightning Observations Ablation Experiment

The final predictor/label experiment was an ablation experiment performed to investi-

gate the effect of the inclusion of real-time observations in our predictors on our machine

learning model performance. These observations consisted of lightning “event” data

from the Vaisala NLDN dataset. The details of this dataset are discussed more rig-

orously in section 3.1.1.2. As discussed in section 3.2, these observations were only

included in the first fifteen minutes of the forecast period for all models that included
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Figure 4.4: The results of our final ablation experiment. This experiment removed
the lightning observations from the model’s predictors. The left plot displays results
using a pixelwise max CSI while the right plot uses max CSI with a 6 km radius
neighborhood. Both plots examine the CSIs as a function of time since ML forecast
start. The black lines are the baseline cases, the red lines are the ablation models, and
the blue lines are the original models.

these observations. In all of our max CSI plots this threshold is denoted by the vertical

green line. We considered this portion of the forecast period to have preceded the time

at which our model becomes available for use in an operational setting. This green

line could be considered the “present time” for a forecaster that was using this product

operationally. Therefore, the most substantial timesteps occur after this line.

This ablation experiment yielded the most substantial results out of the 3 exper-

iments. The models that contained lightning predictors are denoted with blue lines,

while those without lightning predictors are denoted by red lines. As with the other ex-

periment figures, deterministic models are denoted with circle markers, while ensemble-

based models are denoted with triangle. The models that had their lightning predictors

removed performed substantially worse at all timesteps. However, they still outper-

formed the baselines despite having no observation predictors, which indicates the

general quality of this U-Net-based machine learning method.
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In addition to the clear performance difference between the models that included

lightning and those that did not, a striking difference in the sloping of the max CSI plots

between the models was also observed. The largest difference in performance occurs

in the first half of the forecast period, which aligns with the segment at which the

observations are included. The models that contained lightning observations had a far

greater difference in max CSI between the observations threshold and the final timestep

when compared to the models that did not contain lightning observations. This result

implied the value of observations to a machine learning model dropped rapidly as the

forecast period advanced past the time at which the observations occurred.

Another result that was observed from this ablation experiment was the direction

of the slope in the timesteps before the observations threshold. One hypothesized

explanation for this unexpected sloping was based upon numerical weather prediction

spinup times. It is possible that NWP spinup resulted in a poorer WoFS performance in

the first timesteps of the forecast period. As WoFS would complete spinup and perform

any needed initialization, an uptick in our machine learning model performance would

be observed in the first 10 minutes of the forecast period as WoFS predictor quality

improved. This would explain the smaller slope produced by the non-lightning models

and part of the greater slope produced by the lightning-containing models. A second

explanation for the greater slope produced by the lightning-containing models could be

found in the lightning predictors’ relationship with the WoFS predictors in the early

stages of the forecast period. It is hypothesized that the lightning predictors’ role

in our machine learning model is partly to add confidence in the forecast in the early

stages of the forecast period. This is because lightning activity alone cannot exclusively

determine the presence of severe hail (Allen and Tippett 2015). A storm must first be

correctly initialized and placed within an accurate WoFS environment for the lightning

observations to offer meaningful contributions to the forecasting of a hail threat.
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A further possible explanation for the slope at the beginning of the forecast period

is due to a known “tapering-off” issue with 3D U-Nets (Bansal et al. 2022). All U-Nets

have some degree of output quality dropoff near the spatial edges of the images they

are segmenting. This is due to the translated kernels hitting the edge of the image in

each step of the U-Net. A kernel that is unable to observe data outside of the image

cannot produce meaningful convolved results on the edges. Since we have converted

the time-component of our forecast to the third spatial dimension of U-Nets for all non-

architecture experiments, this same kernel-based tapering-off limitation also occurred

for our time dimension. This may possibly have resulted in our models producing less

confident hail forecasts at the start and end of our forecast period. However, the max

CSI used in all experiment figures is designed to supply a performance metric that

is agnostic to the probability scalings of each timestep. Therefore, any reduction in

absolute hail probabilities should be mostly ignored by our metric used in the plots.

Further study into these competing effects is warranted.

The final result in this ablation experiment can be seen from close examination

of the blue lightning model line. Both the ensemble-based and deterministic versions

of this model are included in this figure just as what is visible for the non-lightning

case. However, this is not immediately evident as the blue ensemble line is hidden

behind the blue deterministic line. This indicates that there is no improvement to

forecast performance for a model that uses lightning data when applying the model to

the WoFS ensemble. A possible explanation for this is that our models that used the

lightning observations switched the predictor used to drive their storm initialization

from WoFS composite reflectivity to the lightning data itself. We believe this poten-

tially occurred because WoFS environmental variables do not differ substantially across

ensemble members, so an ensemble average using these variables would not alter our
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model’s performance. Therefore, the lightning model must only use these WoFS envi-

ronmental variables as predictors while ignoring the more unstable WoFS convection

predictors. To verify this hypothesis, any further studies around this model should

include a feature importance investigation.

4.3 Architecture Experiments

Figure 4.5: The results of comparing our three architecture experiments. The left plot
displays results using a pixelwise max CSI while the right plot uses max CSI with a
6 km radius neighborhood. Both plots examine the CSIs as a function of time since
the ML forecast start. The black lines are the usual baseline cases, the yellow lines are
the 2D U-Net baseline models (architecture experiment 1), the red lines are from the
cluster of time-resolving 2D U-Nets (architecture experiment 2), and the blue lines are
the best performing models produced (the 3D U-Nets of architecture experiment 3).

The final test set evaluation we performed was a comparison of the architecture

experiments (see section 3.2 and Figures 3.1 and 3.2). See Figure 4.5 for a summary

of the results. Due to the evidence provided by our non-architecture experiments,

which indicated predictor quality, lightning data were both used in all cases except

the simple single 2D U-Net baseline (architecture experiment 1). Lightning data was

excluded from this case because this particular 2D U-Net had no perception of time
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and therefore had to independently predict output at each forecast timestep with each

corresponding timestep’s predictors. Thus, it was impossible to train this particular

U-Net with lightning predictors as valid lightning predictors are not present in all

timesteps. However, a Gaussian expansion was still used during training as this method

could be applied to any timestep and applying it for this architecture experiment

created at least some additional similarities to the other two architecture experiments.

Instead of representing different predictor and label experiments, each line in this

section’s max CSI plots represented a different architecture experiment. In this figure,

the top overlapping blue lines continue to represent our best performing model. This

model was made using architecture experiment 3. They are made up of the same

architecture and feature set as was used in our predictor and label experiments. The

red lines represent the second architecture experiment, where each of the two lines

are made up of a temporal sequence of two-dimensional U-Nets. Each timestep for

this architecture experiment is predicted by its own independent U-Net that uses the

preceding timesteps’ data as its predictors. Since each timestep required its own model

and there is no advantage to forecasting in the observation time, only timesteps past

the 15 minute threshold (00 on the plot) were forecasted. The final set of yellow lines

represent our baseline architecture experiment 1, which is a simple two-dimensional

U-Net trained exclusively on WoFS data at WoFS initialization time. This baseline

model does not use the lightning observations as a predictor because these observations

are not available throughout the forecast period and unlike architecture experiment 2

U-Nets, the baseline model only uses predictors available at the current timestep.

Architecture experiment 3 performed the best at nearly all timesteps, with 2 notable

exceptions being the ML forecast start time and the 30 minute mark. This was the

expected behavior, as its three-dimensional U-Net is capable of resolving structure in its

third spatial dimension to the same degree as its other two dimensions. The smoothed
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effect of the architecture experiment 3 max CSIs measured at all timesteps highlight

this feature. We hypothesize that this smoothing implies that the previous timesteps

are directly factored into the forecast considerations made in the succeeding timesteps.

It can be described that the model knows not to vastly change the scale of its predicted

probability of severe hail from the scale predicted in the previous timestep. The U-Net

produces the temporal smoothing in the same manner it produces a spatial smoothing

in traditional spatial segmentation tasks. Additionally, this has numerous advantages

from the perspective of an operational setting. One such example is when any forecast

is produced by this system, a meteorologist can have a greater degree of confidence in

the physicality of the probability densities from timestep to timestep.

The results from architecture experiment 2 were more mixed. This particular ar-

chitecture experiment was selected to contrast with experiment 3 because it offered a

meaningful trade-off of advantages. In terms of total used predictors, this experiment

used all of the same data as was used in experiment 3. However, it took on the dis-

advantage of losing the aforementioned smoothing effect produced when using a single

three-dimensional U-Net. Each two-dimensional U-Net used in each timestep did not

possess an extra spatial dimension that could be used to directly perceive temporal

evolution. Instead, the time dimension of each predictor was expanded into copies of

the predictors in each U-Net’s feature dimension (see Figure 3.1) (for a total of n*t

features where n is the original feature count and t is time). This resulted in a more

jagged appearance to the architecture 2 max CSIs as the model trained at each time

step produced forecasts with no perception of the forecasts produced at the previous

timesteps. Each model was optimized in a different way to each other, resulting in vary-

ing max CSIs across the forecast period. The advantage that was gained from using

architecture experiment 2 was a greater ease of training for each U-Net. Throughout
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this thesis, it was often found difficult to train and optimize the more complex three-

dimensional U-Net system, but a forecast would always be produced using architecture

experiment 2. This architecture is also common in other nowcasting studies (or at least

the kind of setup used in a single timestep of this architecture), so it was further useful

as a comparison against our ideal experiment 3.

The final baseline single-timestep two-dimensional U-Net performed the worst as ex-

pected. It also performed worse than our 3D U-Net without lightning observations that

was represented by the red lines in the figure used for our ablation experiment (Figure

4.4). This made sense as this architecture experiment also did not have any lightning

observations while also being a more limited U-Net with no temporal resolution at

all. One interesting result from this baseline experiment was that the “tapering-off”

issue due to model spinup that is usually present at the start of each forecast was

not observed. This is because this particular U-Net was trained at exclusively WoFS

initialization time and therefore was prone to predict better on the erroneous model

data at timestep -15 while rapidly declining in quality in succeeding timesteps.

4.4 Overall Performance

High-level results can be derived from all predictor/label experiment results and ar-

chitecture experiment results. It was clear that all U-Net-based predictor/label and

architecture experiments performed better than all base-lines (with a partial exception

of the simple U-Net baseline). When the lightning observations were removed in its

ablation experiment, CSIs dropped by 0.1-0.2 across most timesteps in the forecast

period. However, despite this disadvantage, the deterministic U-Net without obser-

vations still outperformed the best deterministic baseline, while the ensemble-based
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U-Net without observations outperformed the best ensemble baseline. In summary, all

primary models we produced outperformed all baselines.

Figure 4.6: A diagram indicating pixelwise reliability for our best model at 15 minute
intervals of the forecast period. The center dashed line indicates ideal performance.

Our best performing architecture and predictor combination by a large margin was

the 3D U-Net (architecture experiment 3) with lightning observations included. Our

pixelwise max CSI figures indicated max CSI values ranging from ∼0.32 at the timestep

00 to ∼0.10 at the final timestep. ∼0.32 is several times the magnitude of the max CSI

values of the baselines at the first valid forecast timestep, while ∼0.10 is approximately

double the performance of the baselines at the final timestep. This result exceeded our

expectations and instilled confidence in the quality of the 3D U-Net’s forecast.
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Figure 4.7: A diagram indicating model performance using area under the curve for
our best model at 15 minute intervals of the forecast period. The closer a line is to the
top left corner of the plot, the better its model performance.
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A further result from the overall analysis of our best performing architecture across

all max CSI figures was found in the neighborhooded max CSI plots. These plots

showed that the 3D U-Net 6 km neighborhooded max CSIs had an improvement relative

to the baselines ranging from ∼0.5 to ∼0.25 in the first half of the forecast period (from

00 to about 20 minutes past the ML start time). This made physical sense because

the lightning observations would verify any ongoing convection at the start of this

sub-period and therefore any hail prediction made during these timesteps would be

spatially close to any real hail. The 6 km radius for our neighborhooding seemed to be

well within the spatial tolerance of hail positioning within these resolved storms and

thus produced large CSI values. The performance then decreased considerably in these

neighborhooded plots for the final timesteps as the model had to rely more heavily on

the WoFS forecasted evolution of convection, which inevitably became more erroneous

with time. In scaling terms, this resulted in a large distinction in scale between the

model performance/baseline difference across all pixelwise and neighborhooded max

CSI plots that contained the ideal 3D U-Net. For timestep 00, this can be seen as a jump

from approximately a 3x difference in performance to approximately a 4x difference.

However, because of the aforementioned WoFS convection quality decay limitation, the

difference in performance between U-Net results and baselines is unchanged across the

pixelwise and neighborhooded max CSI plots at the final forecast timestep.

From our case study figures a further result was observed. There is an evident

decrease in the magnitude of our severe hail predicted probabilities at the end of each

forecast period. This is consistent across all shown case studies (Figures 4.9, 4.11,

4.13, and 4.15). This is a known downside to using a 3 dimensional U-Net’s third

spatial dimension as a temporal dimension. In particular, this behavior was noted in

(Bansal et al. 2022). This decrease in the magnitude of the probabilities is due to the

same issue associated with U-Net’s poor quality at the spatial edges of their output
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images. A U-Net’s translating kernel is unable to resolve pixels past the image’s edge.

As such, the output pixels at the edge of the image are less accurate because they

cannot have all nearby spatial structures properly resolved through the network. For

our applications, one of these “spatial” dimensions is taken up by the time dimension.

Therefore, the “spatial” third-dimensional edge is replaced by the temporal edges of

our forecast period (the start and end timesteps of our forecast period). Consequently,

this drop off in performance commonly observed at the edges of our data patches is

also present at the final timestep of our forecast period (it has less of an effect in the

first timestep because high-quality observations are present).

This also explains the aforementioned issues with patch spatial boundaries. Storms

that pass over these boundaries are prone to this kernel-sourced error. This limitation

is compounded with the fact that the U-Net is incapable of resolving storms that are

advected into the patch from outside during any timestep past when observations are

present. These limitations and their possible solutions warrant further discussion in a

future study.

As shown in Figure 4.7, our area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

curve (AUC) values align consistently with the max CSI values we have observed in

our predictor/label and architecture comparison experiments. We can see a slight

increase in AUC performance by the 00 minute mark, which aligns with the peak max

CSI in each of those former experiments. As discussed, this peak was hypothesized

to be associated with WoFS spinup times. However, the reliability estimates shown

in Figure 4.6 indicate some unusual behavior. We again see that a peak of values

is observed at the 00 minute mark due to WoFS spinup. However, this performance

peak is shown to be associated with a more unreliable forecast that is over-predicting

severe hail. We believe this may be because the model was encouraged to over-predict

when an abundance of observations were recently present, before proceeding to reduce
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the magnitude of its probabilities towards the end of the forecast period. It should

be noted that WoFS, like all other ensembles, is underdispersive (or overconfident)

(Romine et al. 2014). This too requires additional study.

4.5 Case Studies

Case studies drawn from our test set are critical to confirm the validity of the results

discussed throughout the sections outlining our test set evaluation. Additionally, they

offer a view into what the output of these models may look like to a meteorologist in an

operational setting. Our test set was produced through random sampling so there is no

ordering by time across case studies. All 3 case studies were chosen semi-randomly from

our test set (which was necessary as the test set was produced through our shuffling

method, so there was only a small degree of artificial control possible in this selection

process). However, despite this randomness, we chose dates that ensured both success

and failure cases would be present by throwing out some of the dates initially chosen by

random selection. These cases are pointed out in the following subsections. In the end,

this selected process resulted in the 3 dates of May 18, 2017 (with WoFS initialization

time at 19:00 UTC), May 19, 2018 (with WoFS initialization time at 19:00 UTC), and

May 28, 2019 (with WoFS initialization time at 22:30 UTC).

All case studies are represented by 2 figures that contain several plots which display

a section of each case study’s WoFS domain. The first figure displays the 45 minute

swath of our machine learning model’s output after the 15 minute observation data

period. Our model is represented by shades of green, while the WoFS deterministic

>1 inch diameter HAILCAST swath is marked in blue, and the observed GridRad

MESH >1 inch swath is red. These swath figures serve to give an overview of the

model’s performance relative to WoFS performance and observations for the most
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useful 45 minutes of the forecast period. The second set of figures are all made up of

9 subplots that display 3 maps with 3 corresponding timesteps of the forecast period

(ML forecast start + 00 mins, ML forecast start + 20 mins, ML forecast start + 40

mins). The bottom row’s functionally is the same as the swath figures except it shows

performance at discrete timesteps. The top row shows our forecasted probability of

severe hail (black contours) relative to WoFS storm positioning (colored composite

reflectivity). The middle row displays our forecasted probability of severe hail (black

contours) relative to real GridRad composite reflectivity observed at each of the 3 given

timesteps in the forecast period. All case study figures contain hail reports in the form

of black circles for non-significant severe hail and black stars for significant severe hail.

The hail reports in the swath figures are for all 45 minutes, while the hail reports in

the timestep figures represent all reports from the previous 10 minutes to 10 minutes

in the future.

4.5.1 Case Study 1 (May 18, 2017)

The first case study selected was a severe hail outbreak in western Oklahoma and far

northwestern Texas on May 18, 2017, with WoFS initialization time at 19:00 UTC.

During the forecast hour of this case study, 2 dominant storms near the southwestern

corner of Oklahoma produced considerable quantities of severe hail and significant

severe hail with several associated storm reports. This case study is outlined in Figures

4.8 and 4.9. The plots in Figure 4.9 reveal the ongoing convection resolved by WoFS at

00, 20, and 40 minutes past ML forecast start. All shown reflectivity in this particular

plot is from the WoFS ensemble member that has been used as environmental variable

input to our machine learning model. These plots also display the contours of our
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Figure 4.8: A map of western Oklahoma and northwestern Texas on May 18, 2017
starting at 19:15 UTC. A 45 minute swath of the forecasted probability of severe hail
produced by our best model (ML output) is overlaid in black contours. HAILCAST >1
inch from a single WoFS ensemble member is displayed in blue. GridRad MESH >1
inch is displayed in red. Any significant or non-significant severe hail report that occurs
during this 45 minute period is displayed with a black star or black circle respectively.
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Figure 4.9: 3 maps of western Oklahoma and northwestern Texas on May 18, 2017 at
19:15 UTC, 19:30 UTC, and 19:55 UTC. This figure is made up of 3 distinct types of
maps (the rows) with 3 shown timesteps (the columns) in the forecast period, all past
the first valid timestep. The first map (top row) displays WoFS composite reflectivity
from 1 ensemble member with our best model’s predicted probability of severe hail
overlaid as black contours ranging from 0 to 1.0. The second map (middle row) displays
GridRad composite reflectivity with our best model’s predicted probability of severe
hail overlaid as black contours ranging from 0 to 1.0. The final map (bottom row)
displays our best model’s predicted probability of severe hail against the other two
hail surrogates. All storm reports in each map are from the slice of time between 10
minutes before the timestep to 10 minutes after.
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machine learning model’s forecasted probability of hail greater than or equal to 1 inch

in diameter (severe hail).

An immediately striking observation that can be found from these plots is the

positioning of the machine learning’s forecast relative to the WoFS storms. The position

of real storms can be seen from the position of the storm reports that overlay the

reflectivity and forecasted probabilities. Despite the WoFS forecast predicting a large

set of storms, the machine learning forecast only predicts two severe hail producing

storms. Additionally, the machine learning forecast predicts severe hail on a track that

is spatially separate to the storm tracks predicted by WoFS. All WoFS storms have a

strong northeastern component to their motion. In contrast, our forecasted severe hail

contours possess a stronger eastward component of motion. Thus, our model appears

to spatially align closer to the position of the various storm reports clustered near

these two cells. This is especially evident for the southern of the two cells. The WoFS

version of this cell clearly moves rapidly to the northeast away from the center of the

severe hail reports. It also seems to predict the cell’s rapid decay despite the real cell

producing numerous severe hail reports at the forecast time that WoFS predicts this

decay.

This event is further analyzed with the bottom row of Figure 4.9. This plot serves

to highlight the differences between severe hail forecasted by the machine learning

model (green contours) and the severe hail forecasted by WoFS (blue pixels). It also

displays severe hail observed by GridRad MESH (red pixels). The disparity between

the WoFS performance and the machine learning performance for the southern cell is

especially highlighted in this plot. The WoFS hail barely predicts anything near this

cell despite a strong GridRad MESH signal. Conversely, the machine learning forecast

again performed well around this southern cell according to this plot.
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This plot also reinforced the partial success of the machine learning model around

the northern cell. The machine learning probabilities were spatially closer to, and of

a more similar magnitude to the GridRad MESH signal for this cell. However, an

offset was observed when comparing the exact position of the GridRad MESH pixels

to the position of our forecasted pixels. Our forecast predicted severe hail further south

than what was observed by GridRad MESH. Despite this, the latest hail reports agree

more closely with what the machine learning model predicted. A possible explanation

of this is that the radar-derived MESH does not correctly align with the updraft and

consequently the hail of the storm in this example. It is important to recall that MESH

is a surrogate for real hail (Witt et al. 1998). Another explanation is that the machine

learning forecast for this storm diverges from reality, while coincidentally the more

southern hail report arises from human error or from the discussed rural bias issues.

The final result that can be derived from this case study is the failure case observed

in the northern half of the domain. Several tightly clustered hail reports were observed

in the northeastern corner of the Texas panhandle. Since there were several hail reports

in this cluster it appears prudent to assume a storm was legitimately present. Despite

this, neither WoFS or the machine learning model correctly predicted this storm at

any point in the forecast period. A possible explanation for this is that the storm

did not have any ongoing convection in the first 15 minutes after WoFS initialization.

Therefore, the machine learning did not have any ongoing storm activity of any kind

to advect forward in its forecast. This theory is supported by the middle row of Figure

4.9, which reveals that real convection was not occurring at this location in the early

stages of the forecast period. Without this proper convective initialization, both WoFS

and our machine learning model failed to accurately forecast the hail in this area. This

highlights a critical weakness of a nowcasting model that relies upon early existing

convection. Ideally, a future nowcasting model will be capable of using both existing
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storm observations and simulated future convective initialization to predict severe hail

in the short term.

4.5.2 Case Studies 2 and 3 (May 19, 2018 and May 28, 2019)

Figure 4.10: A map of northern Oklahoma on May 19, 2018 starting at 19:15 UTC.
A 45 minute swath of the forecasted probability of severe hail produced by our best
model (ML output) is overlaid in black contours. HAILCAST >1 inch from a single
WoFS ensemble member is displayed in blue. GridRad MESH >1 inch is displayed
in red. Any significant or non-significant severe hail report that occurs during this 45
minute period is displayed with a black star or black circle respectively.

The second case study was on the severe hail event in northern Oklahoma that

occurred on May 19, 2018. This case study again showed the success of the machine

learning model in the vicinity of all hail reports made during the forecast period.
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Figure 4.11: 3 maps of northern Oklahoma on May 19, 2018 at 19:15 UTC, 19:30 UTC,
and 19:55 UTC. This figure is made up of 3 distinct types of maps (the rows) with 3
shown timesteps (the columns) in the forecast period, all past the first valid timestep.
The first map (top row) displays WoFS composite reflectivity from 1 ensemble member
with our best model’s predicted probability of severe hail overlaid as black contours
ranging from 0 to 1.0. The second map (middle row) displays GridRad composite
reflectivity with our best model’s predicted probability of severe hail overlaid as black
contours ranging from 0 to 1.0. The final map (bottom row) displays our best model’s
predicted probability of severe hail against the other two hail surrogates. All storm
reports in each map are from the slice of time between 10 minutes before the timestep
to 10 minutes after.
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Figure 4.12: A map of central Oklahoma on May 28, 2019 starting at 22:45 UTC. A 45
minute swath of the forecasted probability of severe hail produced by our best model
(ML output) is overlaid in black contours. HAILCAST >1 inch from a single WoFS
ensemble member is displayed in blue. GridRad MESH >1 inch is displayed in red.
Any significant or non-significant severe hail report that occurs during this 45 minute
period is displayed with a black star or black circle respectively.
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Figure 4.13: 3 maps of central Oklahoma on May 28, 2019 at 22:45 UTC, 23:00 UTC,
and 23:15 UTC. This figure is made up in the same format as figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.14: A map of northern Kansas on May 28, 2019 starting at 22:45 UTC. A 45
minute swath of the forecasted probability of severe hail produced by our best model
(ML output) is overlaid in black contours. HAILCAST >1 inch from a single WoFS
ensemble member is displayed in blue. GridRad MESH >1 inch is displayed in red.
Any significant or non-significant severe hail report that occurs during this 45 minute
period is displayed with a black star or black circle respectively.
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Figure 4.15: 3 maps of northern Kansas on May 28, 2019 at 22:45 UTC, 23:00 UTC,
and 23:15 UTC. This figure is made up in the same format as figure 4.9.
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This case study was outlined in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. A clearly dominant pair of

cells was located in northern Oklahoma with corresponding hail reports and GridRad

MESH. As in case study 1, the machine learning model forecasted severe hail over the

location of these hail reports. However, the magnitude of the predicted probabilities

in the northern storm shrank to a small degree, but this aligns with the death of the

real storm and thus this behavior can be considered positive. A further result can be

observed from the hail comparison plots, which show that the WoFS hail forecasted the

southern storm fairly well, while missing the northern storm. However, once again, the

machine learning model correctly forecasted this northern storm that WoFS missed.

The final result pulled from this case study can be seen in the western half of the

domain. In this area, several isolated groupings of GridRad MESH can be observed.

These areas of radar returns did not have any corresponding hail reports nor did WoFS

initialize any strong storms in their vicinity. It appears that the convective activity in

this area was not exceedingly severe and that these storms did not physically warrant a

strong severe hail forecast. Therefore, this section of the case study can be considered

an example of a true negative forecast from our model.

Our final case study occurred on May 28, 2019 in central Oklahoma and northern

Kansas. This event had two distinct areas of significant convection in these two states

and therefore it warranted two sets of figures. The first set of figures (4.12 and 4.13)

shows the Oklahoma storms. These figures are once again primarily defined by a set of

successful forecast hits. Figure 4.12 reveals that our forecasted severe hail aligns well

with location of both the GridRad MESH labels and hail reports for the two primary

cells over central Oklahoma. There is a small area of lower severe hail probabilities

immediately to the north of the southern cell that does not produce significant hail.

This small area of forecasted hail could be considered a minor false positive example,
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however, this smaller sibling cell appears to be the remnants of a left-mover and the

magnitude of the forecasted probabilities decay rapidly.

When examining the top row of 4.13 the skillful performance of our machine learning

model relative to WoFS is highlighted. Both of the significant cells in central Oklahoma

near the Oklahoma city metropolitan area (outlined in white) have severe hail that is

well forecasted by our models. This is evident from the positioning of hail reports and

GridRad MESH relative to our machine learning model’s forecasted areas of severe

hail. It also appears from this figure that the positioning of our model’s forecast once

again outperforms WoFS positioning. WoFS reflectivity for the northern storm passes

too far north of the actual severe hail, however, our model does not. Additionally, the

southern storm’s WoFS reflectivity is slightly fast relative to storm reports, however,

the contours of our model successfully account for this and partially remain behind.

In addition to these successes, there are some limited areas of WoFS reflectivity to the

East that are also completely ignored as desired.

The other set of figures representing the May 28, 2019 event visualize the Kansas

area of the domain (Figures 4.14 and 4.15). The storms in this area represented the

greatest challenge for our machine learning model across all discussed case studies.

These plots highlight several true positive storms but also several false positive storms.

The storm in the far northeastern corner of the plots is technically a true positive

example, however, the hail report occurs at almost exactly the 00 minute timestep

which is not a useful forecast. A second true positive example occurs on the western

edge of the plots. In this example, the machine learning forecasts the hail that produces

the storm reports well in advance of the hail occurring.

In this case study, two possible false positive examples occurred to the west and

northwest of Kansas City (large white outlined city in the eastern half of plots). The

northern of the two storms was a clear false positive as there were no hail reports
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nor a lot of GridRad MESH returns in this area. The southern of the two had more

unusual behaviour. This storm did not produce a hail report at any point during the

forecast period. However, there was a considerable swath of GridRad MESH in this

vicinity. This may imply that this is an example of missing or erroneous storm reports.

Alternatively, this may be an area of relatively poor MESH quality as both these data

sources are error prone surrogates for hail. A final factor that further complicates the

prediction of storms in this area is the clearly evident U-Net patch boundary running

through the center of these forecasted storms. This can be seen as the unusual vertically

stretched lines in the prediction contours around these storms (middle and top rows

of Figure 4.15). The U-Net is unable to advect storms through the boundaries of its

patches and as such performance tends to be poorer near these edges. This may also

be an explanation for the generally erroneous behavior in this entire vicinity.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusions

The two main contributions of this thesis are 1) developing and testing a hail nowcast-

ing machine-learning algorithm that could be used in real-time and 2) demonstrating

the importance of incorporating real-time observations in nowcasting problems. It

was clear from the ablation experiment on the Vaisala lighting predictor that real-

time observations were critical to the performance of our machine learning model. As

discussed in our results chapter, this predictor was so impactful to our model, that

the predictor entirely altered the model’s primary behavior. Throughout the hour-long

forecast period the introduction of this lightning predictor consistently increased model

performance by several factors.

This observation-importance behavior has also been observed in several other stud-

ies (Czernecki et al. 2019, Leinonen et al. 2022). One such example is the model

produced for (Czernecki et al. 2019), where CSI performance values greatly increased

when radar observations and ERA5 reanalysis were combined for use in a large hail

machine learning model. When combined, these sources nearly doubled the CSI of

models that were trained on only one of the two (Czernecki et al. 2019). Changes in

performance of this scale are significant and the fact that several independent studies

have now produced this result motivates future research on this topic.

Some experiments performed for this thesis did not contain any observation data

and were only trained on WoFS predictors. As such the machine learning models

trained on this data had their performance constrained by the performance of WoFS.
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This resulted in our model performance having a strong correlation with “dataset hail

climatology”, as WoFS performance could vary from year to year based upon real

climatology or WoFS architecture changes. Thus, when we split our data into training,

validation, and testing sets, performance would vary strongly when the splits were

moved. This highlighted the need for our storm-day clustering system and subsequent

sampling methods used in our dataset generation. Any future machine learning studies

that rely heavily on NWP data for predictors should be careful to study the intricacies

of all used datasets and avoid the use of date delineated data partitions.

In conclusion, all objectives set out for this thesis have been successfully met. Our

primary objective was to create a quality severe hail nowcasting model using a ma-

chine learning framework. We considered a quality hail nowcasting model to consist

of any model that offered a substantial increase in performance over well-established

hail baselines for all timesteps in our forecast period. These baselines consisted of

WoFS HAILCAST ensemble probability of severe hail and updraft helicity-based lo-

gistic regression. We created 3 architecture experiments to compare the effectiveness

of different U-Net architectures for this severe hail problem. Architecture experiment

1 was used as a baseline and only had a single basic U-Net with no added tempo-

ral logic. Architecture experiment 2 used multiple 2D U-Nets to predict all forecast

timesteps. Finally, architecture experiment 3 used a single 3D U-Net to predict all

timesteps at once with an added time dimension. Nearly all forecasts produced by our

machine learning models used in architecture experiments 2 and 3 outperformed the

two hail baselines for nearly all timesteps in the forecast period (see Figure 4.5). The

one exception to this being the performance of the deterministic U-Net created by the

ablation of the lightning observations in the final two timesteps of the forecast period.

The secondary objective of this thesis was to investigate the effect on model per-

formance when adding a real-time observation predictor to a machine learning model
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already trained with NWP predictors. This objective was met with the lightning abla-

tion results. That ablation experiment clearly highlights the strong contributions that

real-time observations can bring to the nowcasting of severe hail. All our models that

used the Vaisala lightning data vastly outperformed those that did not. Additionally,

the introduction of these observations to our machine learning models transformed the

overall behavior of the models. We theorized that our models that used the lightning

observations switched the predictor used to drive their storm initialization from WoFS

composite reflectivity to the lightning data itself. With this change, the WoFS predic-

tors were only used as environmental variables necessary for the forecasting of storm

evolution. These were the originally stated goals of both these datasets. Evidence

supporting this theory can be seen in Figure 4.4, where the ensemble distribution only

benefits the models that do not contain lightning observations. This is because the

ensemble spread is only useful for dealing with the WoFS convection quality issue, it

does not affect the quality of the WoFS environmental variables. Therefore, only our

machine learning models that used WoFS data (and not lightning data) for their storm

initialization predictor show an improvement in ensemble performance in all max CSI

plots.

Our third and final objective was to test the forecasting performance of three dis-

tinct architecture experiments that were each made up of various U-Nets. These 3

architecture experiments were outlined in section 3.2 and with Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

The comparison process was outlined in Figure 4.5. This also proved to be a success,

as a clearly dominant architecture was discovered. This information may be be useful

to future researchers considering machine learning model options. These results also

align well with the findings of similar recent studies on the use of U-Nets for weather

forecasting applications (Bansal et al. 2022).
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Although this thesis has produced a hail nowcasting model of sufficient quality,

future studies are required to further evaluate the model’s performance. Addition-

ally, our particular real-time observations dataset was selected for its extensive global

domain. With the success of its use in this hybrid machine learning and NWP envi-

ronmental variable framework, the envisioned global upscaling of this model seems to

be a logical next step for a future study. A global NWP model such as the IBM GRAF

model could easily supply environment variables at the resolution of WoFS for a global

scale. This, in combination with the global Vaisala lightning data network, could be

used in a machine learning framework similar to ours with correspondingly sufficient

performance.

Additionally, future studies are required to test further machine learning architec-

tures for use in this problem. In particular, architectures optimized to resolve time

could offer further performance improvements for this problem. One such architecture

is found in using the same U-Net-only approach but with a more refined loss function.

It is theorized that one could create a loss function that weights predictors differently

depending on the timestep. This is advantageous to an observations/NWP hybrid pre-

dictor approach to a nowcasting problem such as ours because it enables a researcher

to enforce rules upon the value of a predictor as a function of time. Ideally, this would

help control the behavior we observed where a 3D U-Net would either over favor the

observation predictors or the NWP predictors throughout the whole forecast period as

opposed to varying this favoritism with time. Another such optimized time-resolving

model is a long short-term memory (LSTM) network (Gers et al. 2000). These models

are specifically engineered for this task. Additional study is warranted on the use of

this particular network.
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A.1 Further Data Distribution Discussion

The convection performance/hail rarity compound issue, when paired with haphaz-

ardous data distribution, was found to be the primary source of our limited performance

in the early stages of this thesis. Addressing the issue led to the largest single increase

in performance across all non-lightning experiments performed in this thesis. It is crit-

ical to note that the train, validation, and test set delineations were entirely based

upon dates within our dataset date range for all discussed experiments performed up

until this stage. This had significant implications for introducing differing biases into

our train, validation, and test sets. From examining the number of samples produced

by various date delineation combinations, we settled on: 2017-01-01 to 2018-05-10 for

our train set, 2018-05-11 to 2018-12-31 for validation set, and 2019-01-01 to 2019-12-31

for our test set (all of these dates outlined in Table A.1). However, it should be noted

that only some of the days within these ranges contained data as part of our WoFS

and GridRad datasets. Therefore, the beginning and final days containing data were

not necessarily the beginning and end dates given in these ranges.

Using dates as a method to split a dataset into train/validation/testing partitions

is common throughout the meteorological machine learning community. It has sev-

eral advantages including but not limited to representing a test dataset as an unseen

dataset from a new operational year. However, as noted above, the convection perfor-

mance/hail rarity compound issue present in this thesis rendered any unshuffled data

as detrimental to performance quality. The smaller size of our dataset resulted in overly

frequent cases of overfitting to the validation set, while any test set analysis yielded

results of far poorer quality to the validation set due to the WoFS convection-related

variance between them (see Figure 4.1). The analysis highlighted by these figures was

the reason for our use of composite reflectivity observations supplied by the GridRad
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Table A.1: A table of the dates used for all dataset partitions. Cells highlighted
in green indicate data drawn from the indicated dates either randomly or from using
cross-validation, but always with the storm clustering system. Cells highlighted in blue
indicate partitions sliced by the given dates with no additional cross-date shuffling.

dataset introduced in section 3.1.3. These convection quality figures were a simple

critical success index time series created from the direct pixelwise comparison of WoFS

composite reflectivity greater than 40 dBZ and GridRad composite reflectivity obser-

vations greater than 40 dBZ. The critical success index was calculated for the batch of

all samples within each dataset at each timestep. The 40 dBZ threshold was chosen

to represent convection as this is a commonly accepted threshold in the convective

weather community.

After the WoFS convection performance discovery was made during our early ex-

periments, it was decided that this compound issue was most logically resolved with

performing robust cross-validation. Cross-validation has been shown to be a viable

solution to problems induced by a small/rare/unstable dataset (Allen 1974). This was

because cross-validation is designed to introduce multiple levels of shuffling while also

ensuring multiple validation sets that would allow for varying subsets of the rare-label

containing data. The shuffling would in theory help to produce train and validation
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sets that would better represent the natural distribution of hail. While multiple valida-

tion sets were expected to help avoid overfitting validation which is a known problem

with smaller datasets.

The cross-validation process used for the remainder of this thesis was outlined in

more detail in sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.3. Stratified group five-fold cross-validation

was our selected method. Grouping was required because samples could not simply

be randomly pulled from the complete dataset as many samples were from the same

storm system on the same calendar day. As discussed in section 3.2.2.1 the grouping

method used was based upon “storm days”. Each “storm day” was defined as any

number of samples with less than 6 hours of time between each sample initialization

time. These “storm days” were all considered individual inseparable units that the

cross-validation algorithm had to sort in either the train or validation sets with each

split. In summary, no two samples from the same “storm day” were allowed to exist in

both the train and validation sets. Furthermore, a stratified cross-validation algorithm

was selected because stratification enforced similar distributions of hail labels for each

train/validation pair which was particularly valuable for a rare label dataset.

At this intermediate stage of the thesis this cross-validation algorithm produced a

shuffled set of 5 train and validation pairs, however, it was decided to continue to use

data from 2019-01-01 to 2019-12-31 as our set aside test set. The objective of this

was to gain the advantages of the cross-validation without losing the aforementioned

advantages posed by keeping the test set delineated by a calendar date. In summary,

experiments performed at this stage were on machine learning models trained and val-

idated on cross-validation sourced shuffled data from 2017-2018. The test data was

made up of “storm days” only from 2019 and had no earlier data shuffled within. Un-

fortunately, limited improvements were again observed in the test results. The source

of this result was believed to have originated from the large differences in convection
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forecast performance between the delineated sets as shown in Figure 4.1. It was im-

mediately clear that the test set would also have to be from a shuffled source.

This last shuffling subsequently became the final adjustment made to the data en-

gineering process which culminated in the solution to the convection performance/hail

rarity compound issue. As shown in Figure 3.4 once patches had been created from

all available data sources for all available dates (for this experiment 2017-2019), 20%

of this complete dataset was randomly sampled and set aside for the test set. Al-

though randomness was essential to maintain the integrity of the test set, “storm day”

clustering and subsequent grouping was required again to ensure no two samples from

the same “storm day” could exist in both the test set and remaining data. After the

test set was set aside, the remaining data was again used in the stratified group five-

fold cross-validation algorithm. In summary, a total of 5 train sets, 5 validation sets,

and 1 now randomly-sampled test set were generated. As shown in 4.1 a substantial

improvement in test set performance was observed. A general discussion of practices

pertaining to dataset quality and setup is likely grounds for an entirely independent

study. It was clear from the results of this experiment that any aspiring machine learn-

ing meteorologist could benefit considerably from preemptive knowledge regarding his

or her dataset quality and any subsequent recommended dataset configurations.

In conclusion, we settled on the aforementioned 20% randomly sampled partition

of our test set. The remaining data was then partitioned into 5 cross-validation splits

for a total of 5 train sets and 5 validation sets as described in Figure 3.4. However, in

the final stages of this thesis, two additional years worth of GridRad MESH data was

produced for our use. For these two years, the GridRad MESH data was our only absent

data, thus with this addition we were able to add two more years worth of patches.

Therefore, in these final stages (all primary experiments discussed in results) our data

consisted of the years 2017-2021 (as opposed to just 2017-2019). The aforementioned
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5 shuffled train sets, 5 shuffled validation sets, and the single shuffled test set used for

all remaining experiments were all created from these years.

A.2 Early Experiments

The many other experiments performed during the two years spent on this project also

necessitated some amount of detailed discussion. With each experiment performed,

varying degrees of exhaustive machine learning optimization methods were used. We

described this process as having varying degrees of optimization because at the later

stages of the project higher quality and more rigorous techniques were used. However,

computationally expensive and time-consuming techniques such as hyperparameter

searches were performed throughout the duration of the project. These techniques

required the training of numerous individual machine learning models. This resulted in

the training of hundreds of individual models with every distinct experiment performed.

Over the entirety of the project, this resulted in the creation of thousands of individual

machine learning models (each with expensive computation costs).

Almost all of these experiments were built around the manipulation of the datasets

used for the training of all the machine learning models. This dominant theme through-

out the project coincides with the traditional machine learning concept that machine

learning work consists mostly of data engineering. We have ordered these secondary

experiment results from least significant to more significant. Firstly, several experi-

ments were performed on the scale and sampling distributions of the patches used for

training the models. Several different square patch sizes were tested for their effect on

test set performance in the early stages of the project. By the conclusion of the project,

patch sizes of 32x32, 64x64, and 128x128 were tested (powers of 2 were utilized since

downscaling and upscaling operations inside U-Nets were easier when each layer could
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be divided by 2). These sizes were tested simultaneously to several of the other experi-

ments discussed in this section (and with exhaustive hyperapter searches), however, the

effect of the size changes themselves could still be isolated. The expected behavior of

these size changes was that smaller patches would enable a greater number of samples,

while larger sizes would allow for patches that could resolve more structure. Tradi-

tional machine learning knowledge dictated that we should attempt to have datasets

that are as large as possible and we expected larger patches to perform segmentation

better due to a greater capture of storm structure. Thus, a balancing problem was

expected between these sizes where neither patches that were too small or too large

were acceptable.

However, it was noted throughout these experiments that these three sizes had little

effect on the final summary test performance. It was believed that this result occurred

because the effects caused by the extreme rarity of hail events and the limited size of

our dataset dominated the experiments (specifically the number of pixels containing

hail labels was exceedingly small for a given dataset). Following these experiments all

future models were trained on 64x64 sized patches as this size seemed to be a sufficient

compromise for the size balancing problem. The most important outcome of these

early sizing experiments was that we determined the most significant problem that

had to be overcome by this whole project was the rare hail label issue. Therefore, most

subsequent experiments were performed with the objective of mitigating this issue.

The experiments that were performed immediately following the sizing experiment

were the aforementioned (earlier in this section) patch sampling distribution experi-

ments. The motives behind these experiments were to maintain the large patch struc-

turing advantage that were obtained from 64x64 and 128x128 sized patches while vastly

increasing the dataset size to offset the hail’s rarity. Thus far in the project, we ex-

clusively set our AutoPatcher to slice patches with a uniform distribution, where the
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maximum number of patches that could fit starting from the upper left corner of the

domain were used. Instead, to increase the number of patches that could be pulled from

a particular domain, AutoPatcher was set to create patches with overlapping pixels.

Still however, no exactly identical patches were allowed to enforce some degree of the

traditional idea of independent and identically distributed (IID) data. The objective

behind this system was to create an effect similar to the process of “image augmenta-

tion” used in other image-based machine learning applications. For example, we were

aiming to allow the same storm to exist in multiple patches (or samples) but in different

positions within the patch bounds. This was expected to allow the machine learning

model to treat each of these translated versions of the same storm as new storms and

thus increase the dataset size and subsequent performance. It was also anticipated that

this would reduce spatial biases that could arise if some storms consistently appeared

in the same place several times.

Unfortunately, this too did not increase performance to a significant degree. Thus,

we continued on with experiments that aimed to address the rare hail label issue. One

option for an experiment that was anticipated to alleviate this issue was an attempt to

enforce a form of class balancing among samples (patches) within the training dataset.

This was achieved by setting AutoPatcher to produce an even number of no-hail-

containing and hail-containing patches. We defined no-hail-containing patches as those

with no hail pixels and hail-containing patches as those with at least n hail pixels where

n was a defined hyperparameter. Traditionally, this method was expected to alleviate

the rare hail label issue by artificially inflating the number of hail-containing patches

available to the model during train time as opposed to the rare natural distribution

of hail pixels if we were to sample randomly. This experiment also failed to produce

significant results. We believe this was because, when still allowing overlap, changing

the sampling method in this manner produced the same conceptual outcome as what
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occurred in the overlap experiment discussed previously. Specifically, changing the

frequency of patches that contained hail data did not have a strong enough effect on

performance when the total number of hail events (and dataset size) remained fixed

and relatively small. Likewise, when this experiment was performed while not allowing

the patch overlap mode, no substantial test performance increases were noted. In that

case, it was believed that the vastly reduced dataset size was the primary source of

failure as requiring a balanced number of hail and no-hail patches necessitated a greatly

reduced number of no-hail patches when no pixels were allowed to be repeated.

Following these experiments, it was decided that the next logical attempt at ad-

dressing the rare hail label issue was centered around the internal architectures of the

machine learning models themselves. It was hypothesized that some form of neigh-

borhooding would improve test performance since the spatial and temporal density of

hail labels was inherently sparse with the rare hail label issue. At a high level, neigh-

borhooding was expected to allow some spatial tolerance (and temporal tolerance for

architecture experiment 3) for when prediction pixels were offset from observed hail

label pixels. The most direct way to incorporate neighborhooding was to introduce a

neighborhood-based loss to our model architectures. We elected to use fractions skill

score loss (FSS) for our experiments as it has been shown to be successfully imple-

mented in several meteorological machine learning studies. These experiments also

failed to produce meaningful test results and it was even found that using FSS loss

greatly increased the probability that no optimized machine learning model could be

found during hyperparameter searches. It was believed that this optimization problem

arose jointly because of two issues. Firstly, the FSS loss vastly increased the complex-

ity of the machine learning model that had to be trained which limited an optimizer’s

ability to avoid saddle points. It also arose because the general sensitivity to spatial

scaling of storm features with a mesoscale problem limited the success of a spatially
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smoothing loss like FSS which was expected to disregard some of this spatial struc-

ture. However, there are many different approaches to neighborhooding that are used

throughout meteorology. One such method was to expand training (and sometimes

validation but never test) labels with either an image filter or manually pixelwise while

keeping the loss pixel-based. Additionally, metrics that exploited neighborhooding had

considerable value as these could be used post-training with no effect on training per-

formance and for little additional computation cost. These were used extensively in

our result figures.

The final set of experiments that yielded few substantial results were based around

the manipulation and selection of predictor features. These experiments had less of

an expected impact on the rare hail label issue, however it was still deemed important

to investigate the effect of certain features on test performance. In the early stages

of this thesis, WoFS predictors were removed and introduced with limited changes in

performance. This was believed to be the case because many WoFS predictors came

from similar groupings in meteorological terms (for example multiple WoFS predictors

can represent wind shear) and as such removing entire groups was required to induce

performance changes. What was expected to be the most significant experiment in this

category was the adding and removal of WoFS hail fields such as HAILCAST (Adams-

Selin and Ziegler 2016). It was believed that the best surrogate for hail present in WoFS

would have a meaningful effect on our own machine learning forecast of hail when this

surrogate was used as a predictor. However, the manipulation of these predictors

likewise produced little change in test performance. It was hypothesized that both

the manipulation of non-hail and hail WoFS predictors produced little changes in test

performance because the success of WoFS fields as predictors is primarily based upon

the ability of WoFS to successfully forecast convective initiation and development.
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A.3 AutoPatcher Details

The process used by AutoPatcher is outlined in figure A.1 and each step is described in

this section with reference to this figure. AutoPatcher is designed to take any number

of netcdf datasets with varying domains and fit them together in time and space. It

required one top level configuration file that controlled the main settings of the system,

and a set of configuration files for the datasets (one for each dataset such as WoFs,

GridRad, etc.). Configuration files were needed for each dataset so that each dataset’s

unique characteristics could be defined independently.

The data storage directory structures can vary between datasets so regular expres-

sions were used to define file positions and file naming conventions. The backbone

of the logic that drives AutoPatcher is its use and manipulation of a dataset’s time

dimension (steps 1,2,3,and 4 in Figure A.1). Some datasets only have their data spaced

over real time, while others (specifically data from NWP) also have initialization times

that must be considered. In most earth science conventions time is either represented

by something within the file names (often when each .nc file corresponds to each time

step) or time is represented as a dimension within the file itself. Both cases had to be

handled to robustly cover the range of datasets that were needed for this thesis. For

the ”time in filename” case, regular expressions were again used to denote the time’s

positioning within the string of the file name and to describe its ISO date convention.

Time could also be extracted from any directory structure names used in the tree of

directories above each file using an array of regular expressions. For example: a file

labeled ”2005.nc” (hour and minute) could be nested in a directory labeled ”0802”

(month and day) which in turn could be nested in ”2005” (year). Any combination of

these in any position had to be defined entirely within the configuration files for each

dataset to again avoid hardcoding. For the ”time inside file” case, time data contained
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Figure A.1: A flowchart of the autopatcher process. Each square is a primary software
step. The green colors in each of the expanded sections indicate timesteps that are
NWP initialization times. Number in that section indicates how many minutes the
datasets are offset by to make the matches. The red boxes indicate successful matches.
Each star is a conditional logic step. All steps are numbered and are accordingly
explained throughout 3.2.1
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internally was preemptively loaded and saved to disk to avoid flooding the disk with

too many accesses during the software’s search phase (step 2 in Figure A.1).

This search phase is when AutoPatcher uses a combination of iterative logic and

vectorized programming to comb through the given datasets to find examples where all

datasets concurrently line up in space and time (step 1 in Figure A.1). This worked by

first labelling a single dataset as the ”governing dataset”. This dataset’s time data was

then iteratively used to compare like times across all datasets with numpy vectorization.

This process was chosen as it exploits numpy’s efficient use of homogeneous arrays and

C code to vastly reduce runtimes for the large datasets we worked with. This system

also had to support the finding of multiple timesteps from the same dataset for a

particular sample because we needed the ability to have a range of predictors across

time to support more complex forecasting techniques. This was achieved by shifting

each dataset’s full set of datetimes by the number of minutes needed for each feature’s

time step and then re-adding the set to the full datetime array (step 3 in Figure A.1).

The result was that when vectorized numpy searches were performed datetimes were

matched together from the desired predefined offset times (step 4 in Figure A.1). This

created datasets with multiple timesteps neatly combined together in an additional

time dimension. In order to encapsulate the initialization time logic needed for NWP

datasets, different objects would have to be created in place of numpy’s datetime64 and

timedelta64 objects. This worked by overriding the eq () python method contained

within the objects so they will be compatible with numpy vectorized searching. We

called these new objects DatetimePair and TimedeltaPair. Two DatetimePairs were

considered equal (and thus matched in the searching process) if both their initialization

times (if dataset used initialization time) and their valid times matched. This all came

together to produce a fast and efficient way to merge many thousands of samples

together across any n number of differing datasets. This whole process is visualized in
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the two expanded sections of step 2 and 3 in Figure A.1. Following this if a match is

found in this ”numpy equals-operator” process, data is loaded into memory according

to to the indices of the found timesteps (step 6 in Figure A.1).

As mentioned earlier in this section, varying spatial domains and resolutions also

posed a significant hurdle that had to be overcome. AutoPatcher also had to be de-

signed to take this issue into account robustly for any dataset. This was handled by

using the bilinear reprojection method employed by the xESMF (Earth System Mod-

elling Framework) Universal Regridder for Geospatial Data python package (used in

step 8 in Figure A.1). Within each dataset configuration file, the user can designate

whether a dataset needs reprojection and whether its domain would be a target for

reprojection or whether it would receive the reprojection. For the purposes of this

project, we reprojected both the GridRad dataset (1 km resolution, varying but larger

domain) and the Vaisala lightning dataset (same as GridRad) onto each WoFS domain

(3 km smaller domain). This direction was chosen because it was more accurate to

down-sample from high resolution data onto lower resolution data. Additionally, the

WoFS domains were considerably smaller than the other datasets’ domains and moved

all over the the other domains since WoFS domains moved with severe weather events.

So it made more sense to project onto these smaller domains and save a longer compu-

tation time that would occur with the larger domains. Once all datasets were loaded

using their spatial and temporal information, they were combined into one single large

Xarray dataset object that could define all the dimension information of each dataset

without the need for costly array broadcasting (step 9 in Figure A.1). This ”master”

Xarray dataset then formed the backbone of the rest of the AutoPatcher process as its

easy to use format allowed for high-level modifications in every subsequent method.

These subsequent functions included but were not limited to: the ability to se-

lect any desired data variables (examples include composite reflectivity from WoFS
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or MESH from GridRad), control of any extra dimensions (for example a ensemble

member dimension from a NWP dataset), creation of any class labels, the applying of

a modifying function to any variable, filtering of any data, class balancing, and patch

ordering (steps 7, 10, and 11 in Figure A.1). Exploiting the robust methods included

within Xarray dataset objects such as slicing allowed us to add the data select and

dimension control sections. While class labels, modifying functions, and filtering were

all handled by user-given custom functions that produced some result given the ”mas-

ter” dataset. After these modifications were applied, any remaining valid patches were

sliced from the master Xarray dataset and were then appended to a new Xarray dataset

that would be used for output (steps 12 and 13 in Figure A.1). This process was then

iterated to find further initialization times until all data was exhausted and the new

Xarray dataset could be outputted to disk (steps 14 and 15 in Figure A.1).

The end result of this whole system was a piece of software that could generate

patches from any number of dataset. It also allowed for easy tuning of data-specific

hyperparameters throughout the project. This resulted in a large range of machine

learning models generated and tested by the project’s conclusion.

A.4 Used Hyperparameters
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Table A.2: A table of all hyperparameters used for the optimized U-Nets in all 3
architecture experiments. All architecture experiments are delineated by the white
spacing. Architecture experiment 3 is the top, architecture experiment 2 is in the
middle, and architecture experiment 1 is at the bottom.
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